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Abstract

Goldberg v. Kelly and its progeny imposed a judicial model for decision-making on much of the administrative state. Procedural due process’s lynchpin was accuracy: Goldberg’s premise was that agencies could improve the accuracy of their decision-making by giving individuals the sort of procedural rights enjoyed in court. In the wake of the due process revolution, federal agencies now adjudicate more cases than all Article III courts combined, and state adjudicators handle millions of cases with court-like procedures in their administrative systems. Yet despite Goldberg’s premise, mass adjudication has struggled to achieve an adequate threshold of accuracy. In much of the administrative state, this struggle has deepened into an urgent crisis. The leading academic response argues for a turn to “internal administrative law” and management techniques, not external law, to
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improve the quality of agency adjudication. Many agencies in turn have responded with such quality assurance programs, but we know next to nothing about how such programs have evolved, how they function, and whether they work.

Our Article is the first to rigorously investigate the promise and pitfalls of quality assurance as a guarantor of accuracy in agency adjudication. We make three contributions. First, we use in-depth interviews with senior agency officials and a wide array of internal agency materials to document the evolving use of quality assurance at three federal agencies whose mass adjudication epitomizes Goldberg’s domain. This history documents years of fits-and-starts, as agencies tried to manage what is commonly referred to as a “quantity-quality” tradeoff. It also reveals deep tensions and ambiguities in what the agencies intend as the purpose of quality assurance.

Second, we provide the first rigorous test of quality assurance, the leading academic response to Goldberg’s limitations. We use a rich dataset, never before available to outside academics, of over 500,000 cases decided by the Board of Veterans’ Appeals (BVA) to craft a rigorous evaluation of a natural experiment of its “Quality Review” program. Cases were randomly selected for review of draft decisions by an elite squadron of attorneys to correct substantive legal errors. BVA used this program ostensibly to reduce appeals to and remands from the court reviewing its decisions. We show that the program failed on its own terms. Cases selected for Quality Review fared no better than cases that were not. The BVA used the program not to vindicate Goldberg’s promise, but to mollify external oversight bodies, most notably Congress, with the appearance of accuracy.

Third, our historical and empirical evidence has substantial implications for major theoretical debates about “internal administrative law” and the emerging crisis in mass adjudication. We show that conventional scholarly accounts are in need of much refinement. Deficiencies in mass adjudication will not be fixed solely through external constitutional law, with courts imposing remedies from outside. Nor will they be fixed solely by internal administrative law. Goldberg’s original premise of decisional accuracy requires a hybrid of external intervention, stakeholder oversight, and internal agency management. We offer concrete policy prescriptions, based on a pilot one of us designed as the BVA’s Chief of the Office for Quality Review, for how quality assurance might be re-envisioned to solve the looming crisis of decisional accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION

Federal administrative adjudication is in distress. When a veteran applies for benefits and loses, more than five years will pass before his appeal gets decided.¹ Judges handling these appeals must decide 25-30 cases per week lest the backlog worsen. This pace is crushing. A judge often has no more than an hour to review thousands of pages in the record.² In 2017, about 100 agency attorneys issued a public “loss of confidence” statement, declaring that increased caseloads prevented them from reviewing appeals as closely as applicable law requires (de novo review).³ “I could have integrity here or I could stay employed,” one judge confided, describing the pressure to produce and the impact it has on the quality of his decision-making.⁴

Immigration judges likewise labor under immense backlogs, with caseloads quadrupling over the past fifteen years.⁵ The quality of decisions prompted scathing judicial critique, including Richard Posner’s takedown of “the Immigration Court” as “the least competent federal agency.”⁶ The social security disability benefits adjudication system similarly struggles, with long waits for hearings and rushed, poor decision-making excoriated by federal judges.⁷ In 2018, one federal judge lamented, “the Social Security system is broken.”⁸

An onslaught of cases threatens the capacity of these agencies – the Social Security Administration, the Veterans Administration, and the Department of Justice – to render accurate decisions. This crisis of decisional quality has major policy implications for the rights of immigrants to asylum, the rights of veterans to just compensation for their service, and disabled workers’ access to the social safety net. But its significance extends across the administrative state. Goldberg v. Kelly demands quasi-judicial procedures for a myriad of areas involving mass administrative decision-making.⁹ For any of these systems, whether they involve welfare benefits, access to Medicaid, or applications for patent rights – i.e., the vast terrain of quasi-adjudication in the administrative state – a crush of caseloads can undermine access to accurate decision-making.

The crisis of decisional quality in administrative adjudication seems to beg for a constitutional response. Under Mathews v. Eldridge’s famed approach to due process, an individual’s entitlement to enhanced procedural rights increases as a system of adjudication’s error

² James D. Ridgway, Opening Remarks at the C. Boyden Gray Center for the Study of the Administrative State Conference: The Veterans Appeals Process: A Case of Administrative Crisis and Possible Reforms (Oct. 17, 2018) (noting in PowerPoint Slide 13 the number of electronic documents per appeal) (PowerPoint slides available with authors) [hereinafter “Ridgway Presentation”].
³ Letter from Douglas E. Massey, Counsel, Board of Veterans’ Appeals and President AFGE Local 17 to David Shulkin, Secretary of Veterans Affairs, Sep. 18, 2017 (including “Loss of Confidence Statement”).
⁴ Telephone Interview with Interview Subject #4, Transcript at 17 (Sept. 11, 2018). We interviewed current and former Board of Veterans’ Appeals personnel and others with inside knowledge of the veterans’ benefits adjudication system. We promised interview subjects anonymity, and thus throughout we use generic identifiers.
rate rises. One might therefore expect procedural changes as decisional quality worsens. But the Supreme Court’s willingness to recognize new procedural rights for individuals caught in the Bleak House of agency adjudication quickly dissipated after Mathews. Even if the Due Process Revolution of the 1970s had not long since crested, there is reason to doubt the remedial efficacy of enhanced procedural rights.

Another remedy may hold more promise. In 1974, the luminary Yale Professor Jerry Mashaw famously criticized Goldberg and the Due Process Revolution precisely for their incapacity to ensure systemic accuracy in agency adjudication. He suggested an alternative to individual procedural rights. Agencies ought to have an obligation to develop standards for decisional quality, to evaluate decision-making against these standards, and to develop responsive managerial interventions to improve adjudicator performance agency-wide. Mashaw made a “quality assurance system” a key plank in the “internal law of administration” he described and defended in Bureaucratic Justice, a book that remains the canonical account of justice in agency adjudication.

In recent years, “internal administrative law” – the corpus of rules, evaluative strategies, and management techniques agencies use to govern themselves – has risen to the top of scholars’ research agendas. Despite this attention, and despite the dire policy need that crises of decisional quality pose, administrative law scholarship has ignored quality assurance initiatives for mass decision-making by agency adjudicators. Our Article fills this void. It is the first academic study in nearly forty years of the quality assurance initiatives that agencies have used to evaluate and improve decisional quality for systems of mass adjudication.

We make three chief contributions. First, we use material generated by Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) requests, in-depth interviews with senior agency officials, historical records, and other sources to provide a rich history and account of the various initiatives that the major systems of federal administrative adjudication have used to evaluate and try to improve their judges’ decisional quality. Promoted by institutions like the Administrative Conference of the United States and the U.S. Government Accountability Office, these initiatives are “internal administrative law” in that they can exist distinct from external legal oversight.

Second, we draw upon a rich internal database of over 500,000 decisions by Veterans’ Administration judges to evaluate a prototypical initiative of internal administrative law. The Board of Veterans’ Appeals (“BVA”) operated its “Quality Review Program” without formal change for fifteen years. It randomly selected cases for review, creating a unique natural experiment. The dataset, which the agency itself uses to manage its adjudicatory process, has never before been publicly studied. We use this data to examine whether the program, which an elite detail of 4-6 full-time attorneys implemented for over 15 years, improved decisional quality. Through in-depth investigation, we show that the program generated an all-but-meaningless measure of decisional quality. The program failed to identify errors in decision-making in any rigorous way, but it did generate an “accuracy rate” the agency used to defend its work. Quality review, in essence, became public relations. Our findings reveal the extent of the crisis threatening

---

10 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976).
12 Pierce, supra note 11, at 1989.
13 See infra pp. 18-21.
14 JERRY L. MASHAW, BUREAUCRATIC JUSTICE: MANAGING SOCIAL SECURITY 15 (1983); id. at 149.
the federal administrative state: even an agency that claims success may in fact be hiding dramatic
declines in decisional quality.

Third, we derive broad theoretical and policy implications from these findings. The
important example of quality assurance challenges leading accounts of how internal administrative
law can best develop and function. These accounts argue that agencies should be given more room
to govern themselves than reviewing courts tend to allow, faulting judicial review for its disruptive
effect on internal administrative law. Left unarticulated are the pressures that can distort this law’s
evolution, ones that BVA’s Quality Review Program and other experiments with quality assurance
highlight. We argue that a more nuanced relationship between external and internal sources of
administrative governance can counteract these pressures. This relationship would allow internal
administrative law to develop in ameliorative ways but keep it from drifting in pathological
directions. We derive concrete policy prescriptions for how internal and external sources of
agency governance can productively interact. We explain how legislators and courts can prompt
agencies to design and administer successful quality assurance initiatives. Even agencies laboring
under huge caseloads can take steps to protect decisional quality and thereby meet their
constitutional obligations.

Our Article proceeds as follows. In Part I, we introduce three agencies that are, in many
ways, the most prominent examples of mass adjudication in the federal administrative state: VA’s
Board of Veterans’ Appeals, the Social Security Administration’s Office of Hearings Operations,
and the Department of Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration Review. Part II explains that,
while the caseload crises faced by these agencies may be matters of constitutional significance,
traditional constitutional and administrative law do not offer promising remedies. The leading
alternatives are quality assurance initiatives – the internal training, guidance, monitoring, and
continuous improvement programs agencies use to manage and improve accuracy. In Part III, we
survey four mostly unexamined decades of agency experiences with such programs. We show
that they occur in fits and starts, are heavily contested, and expose deep ambiguities as to the
purposes of adjudication. In Part IV, we provide the results of our rich empirical study that
leverages random case selection to examine the impact of BVA’s Quality Review program. We
show that on its own terms, the program failed and was co-opted to generate the appearance of
effectiveness. Part V identifies the theoretical and policy implications of our findings, for internal
administrative law and for agencies’ efforts to meet an adequate threshold of decisional quality.

I. THE LOOMING CRISIS OF DECISIONAL QUALITY

Agencies handling large volumes of cases or claims have long weathered crises that have
tested their capacities to render accurate decisions. In the early 1980s, for example, changes in
disability policy and a vigorous effort to terminate benefits for those no longer disabled caused
disability benefits dockets to explode and prompted a significant backlash against the Social
Security Administration (“SSA”) in the federal courts.15 The struggles state adjudicators face to
give welfare beneficiaries meaningful “fair hearings” are well-documented.16

But the present moment is unprecedented. Caseload crises simultaneously challenge the
capacity of SSA, BVA, and the Executive Office of Immigration Review (“EOIR”) to decide cases

15 MARTHA DERTHICK, AGENCY UNDER STRESS: THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION IN AMERICAN
adequately. No single reason explains why otherwise unrelated dockets have expanded so rapidly at approximately the same time. But the three agencies, which we introduce here, have responded in similar ways, including by asking their judges to increase the pace of decision-making. The quotas and case completion goals adjudicators face pose a systemic threat to decisional quality.

A. Three Pivotal Agencies

Hundreds of agencies across the United States adjudicate millions of cases, claims, applications, requests, petitions, and the like. We focus here on three of the most prominent sets of adjudicators in the federal administrative state: BVA’s veterans’ law judges (“VLJs”), SSA’s administrative law judges (“ALJs”), and EOIR’s immigration judges (“IJs”). Often bundled together for the analysis of administrative adjudication and its difficulties, these three agencies usefully represent the challenges that Goldberg-style mass adjudication faces for several reasons. First, these systems are unquestionably three of the most important adjudicatory agencies in the federal government. Together, their judges adjudicate more cases annually than do the nation’s federal district and court of appeals judges. SSA alone employs the vast majority of federal ALJs. Second, VLJs, IJs, and ALJs enjoy a quasi-judicial status that poses particular difficulties for quality assurance. Some agency adjudicators are civil servants subject to control by bureaucratic superiors. Supervisors can tell them how to decide matters, and the agency can discipline them based on the quality of their work. ALJs, by contrast, enjoy guarantees of independence that strictly limit quality-based evaluation, performance management, and discipline. Although VLJs and IJs have less robust protections, their judicial roles insulate them from strict hierarchical control, and custom, if not formal regulation, limits decisional quality as a factor in performance evaluation.

Goldberg requires a degree of judicial independence for adjudication. But it can be a double-edged sword for quality assurance and create a significant management complexity.

17 See, e.g., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW FROM THE INSIDE OUT: ESSAYS ON THEMES IN THE WORK OF JERRY L. MASHAW 205, 244-45 (Nicholas R. Parrillo ed., 2017).
21 Results generated by BVA’s Quality Review program, for instance, do not factor into VLJ performance evaluation. Telephone Interview with Interview Subject #3, Transcript at 10 (Aug. 31, 2018) (“[I]t always bugged me . . . that [quality review] didn’t seem to factor into” a VLJ’s performance evaluation). Before 2007 IJs were exempt from performance evaluation. NALJ Has Grave Concerns, supra note 5, at 4. Presently, VLJ performance appraisals are based, in part, on “poor decisional quality,” but these appraisals must “fully respect[] their roles as adjudicators.” 8 C.F.R. § 1003.0(b)(v) (2016).
Third, VLJs, IJs, and ALJs have similar tasks that justify an inter-agency comparison of quality assurance initiatives. They often review decisions made in non-judicial settings by non-attorney adjudicators; they receive written evidence, develop cases in an inquisitorial manner, and can hold hearings; they decide cases subject to review by both specialized and generalist appellate tribunals; and each works for an agency that administers a single national policy through the one-by-one adjudication of huge numbers of cases. To be sure, other agencies administer policy through ALJs or their equivalents. For some, modest caseloads make the obligation to meet an adequate threshold of decisional quality an entirely different challenge. Others have large dockets, but they handle cases with much lower stakes than what BVA, EOIR, and SSA adjudicate.

1. Social Security Disability Benefits Adjudication

SSA administers two principal disability programs that in FY 2019 will pay $208 billion in benefits to 18 million Americans. An applicant to the more significant of these programs must demonstrate that his physical and/or mental impairments render him unable to work. If successful, a typical claimant will receive about $270,000 in lifetime benefits, plus Medicare coverage.

A claimant first files for disability benefits with a state-run SSA office. SSA supervises. A non-attorney “claims representative” decides whether the person meets the requirements for disability based on the written application and supporting records. After requesting reconsideration, an unsuccessful claimant can further appeal to an ALJ for a de novo review. The ALJ first “develops the record,” ensuring that the claimant’s file includes complete medical records and other supporting evidence, before holding a hearing. Afterwards, the ALJ prepares instructions and sends them to a “decision writer,” typically an attorney, to draft the decision. If the ALJ denies the claim, the claimant can appeal to SSA’s Appeals Council, an appellate body within the agency. Its administrative appeals judges, assisted by paralegal or attorney analysts, apply a “substantial evidence” standard of review to decide appeals. If the claimant loses again, she can seek judicial review in a federal district court.

---

24 Paul Verkuil, Meeting the Mashaw Test for Consistency in Administrative Adjudication, in ADMINISTRATIVE LAW FROM THE INSIDE OUT, supra note 17, at 239, 244.
25 See infra pp. 8-12.
26 Id.
27 Id.
29 On ALJs and “administrative judges” generally, see Barnett, supra note 21, at 1652-62.
31 ALJs at the Office of Medicare Hearings and Appeals decide large numbers of cases, but the value of each is very modest. Jonah B. Gelbach & David Marcus, Rethinking Judicial Review of High Volume Agency Adjudication, 96 TEX. L. REV. 1097, 1104-05 & n. 33 (2018).
34 For these details, see id. at 16-30.
SSA is the largest employer of federal ALJs, with about 1,600 working in about 170 hearing offices around the country.\textsuperscript{35} Until very recently, ALJs secured jobs through a non-political process administered by the Office of Personnel Management. In 2018, however, the Supreme Court cast doubt on this system’s constitutionality,\textsuperscript{36} and in July 2018 President Trump asserted his power to appoint ALJs independent of the OPM process.\textsuperscript{37} ALJs enjoy qualified decisional independence, as guaranteed by the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), and they are exempt from performance evaluation.\textsuperscript{38} They can only be removed from office for cause,\textsuperscript{39} through a protracted process that involves a right to be heard before another agency adjudicator and ultimately judicial review.\textsuperscript{40}

2. Immigration Adjudication

IJJs work for EOIR in the Department of Justice. They decide several types of cases, all of which involve defensive efforts by immigrants to stay in the United States.\textsuperscript{41} An immigrant gets before an IJ one of two ways. The Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) can issue the immigrant a notice to appear if DHS believes the immigrant must leave. The immigrant then must attempt to convince the IJ that she has a right to remain. Alternatively, an asylum seeker can request an IJ hearing if an asylum officer denies the application. The IJ is supposed to help the immigrant develop the record before her hearing on the merits of her claim for relief. After the hearing, at which a DHS attorney represents the United States, the IJ prepares a decision, sometimes with staff attorney assistance. Either DHS or the immigrant can appeal, first to EOIR’s Board of Immigration Appeals, its internal appellate body, and then to one of the regional courts of appeals.

The national ranks of IJs have expanded quickly. As of September 2018, more than 390 IJs work in 66 immigration courts around the country, up from 273 in June 2016.\textsuperscript{42} The Attorney General hires IJs, with only minimal eligibility criteria limiting his choices.\textsuperscript{43} IJs are subject to performance appraisals every two years, and a rating of “less than satisfactory” can result in the IJ’s removal.\textsuperscript{44} An IJ can challenge a disciplinary action through an arbitration process established

\textsuperscript{38} 5 U.S.C. §4301(2)(D).
\textsuperscript{39} 5 U.S.C. § 7521(a).
\textsuperscript{40} 5 U.S.C. §§ 7521(a), 7703(a)(1).
\textsuperscript{43} For requirements, see https://www.justice.gov/legal-careers/job/immigration-judge (last visited Jan. 29, 2019).
\textsuperscript{44} Labor Agreement Between the National Association of Immigration Judges and USDOJ, Executive Office for Immigration Review Art. 22.6.1, https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/sites/default/files/foia_documents/immigration_judge_performance_metrics_foa_request_labor_agreement.pdf; id. Ar. 22.2.
in a collective bargaining agreement between the IJ’s union and EOIR. IJs’ pay approximates that of ALJs and VLJs.

3. Veterans’ Benefits Adjudication

The VA benefits system provides approximately $90 billion per year to over 6.5 million veterans and their dependents. Although claims for VA benefits involve education, home loans, burial expenses, and other matters, most seek compensation for injuries and diseases incurred during military service. Whereas a typical social security claimant is either disabled or not disabled, a veteran’s disability can range from 0% to 100%, in ten percentage point increments for different impairments, ranging from “hearing loss” to “posttraumatic stress disorder.” Monthly disability payments to veterans with no dependents can vary from $140 to $8,750.

A veteran seeking benefits first files a claim with one of the Veterans’ Benefits Administration’s 56 regional offices, which together received 1.4 million claims in FY 2017. Non-attorney staff help the veteran assemble necessary records and then make a decision based on the documentary record. If dissatisfied, the veteran can file a “notice of disagreement,” which obliges the regional office to take a second look and issue a “statement of the case.” If the veteran continues to disagree with the decision, he can file an appeal to BVA in Washington D.C. for de novo review. There, VLJs, working with staff attorneys, develop the record, ensuring that the veteran’s claim includes all relevant documentary evidence. Unless the veteran requests a hearing, a staff attorney will draft a decision before the VLJ considers a case’s merits. The VLJ will review the record and the draft, then sign the decision once it is ready. A veteran can appeal

---

45 Id. Art. 10.
50 VA FY2019 Cong. Submission, supra note 47, at 53.
54 E.g., McGee v. Peake, 511 F.3d 1352, 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
an unfavorable decision to the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims (“CAVC”), an Article I court, and from there to the Federal Circuit.

BVA has grown rapidly, with its VLJ corps expanding from 56 in 2006 to 92 by 2018. Founded in 1933, BVA predates the APA, and thus VLJs are not formally ALJs. The VA Secretary appoints them with the President’s approval and based upon the BVA Chairman’s recommendations. VLJs go through performance reviews every one to three years to obtain recertification. In other respects, though, they resemble ALJs. They operate on the same pay scale as ALJs, they enjoy “for cause” removal protection, and they have a right to an agency hearing and ultimately judicial review to challenge any discipline.

B. The Caseload Crisis and the Quantity/Quality Tradeoff

At the end of 1998, the average SSA ALJ had 326 hearings pending. That figure more than doubled, to 723, by the end of 2016. On average, a disability benefits claimant in 2012 waited 353 days for an ALJ to decide her case. In 2017, the average wait time rose to 605 days. Over 10,000 claimants died awaiting a hearing.

Caseloads for immigration judges have likewise exploded. From 1998 to 2018 the number of deportation cases pending in immigration courts grew from slightly over 100,000 to slightly over 800,000, while the number of IJs increased by only a third. At their present pace, IJs would take 2.6 years to clear the existing backlog, even if the government initiated no cases in the interim. In fact, filings have increased at staggering rates. In 2017, a record 295,294 new cases were filed in immigration courts; 2018 topped that figure by 10,685 cases. Although times vary

60 38 U.S.C. § 7101A(c), (d).
considerably by facility, immigrants in many courts now wait more than 1,000 days for a hearing, and some courts schedule hearings for up to six years out.67

BVA’s caseload has exploded over the past decade, doubling over the past three years alone.69 At the end of FY 2018, BVA had 1,821 cases pending per VLJ.70 If its caseload continues to grow as projected, each VLJ will have a docket of 4,384 cases by FY 2024, assuming no increase in staffing.71 In FY 2017, veterans waited more than five years from the day they filed their appeals for a BVA decision.72 Despite the recent legislation to reform the appeals system, the VA projects BVA’s backlog will more than double between 2018 and 2024.73 Thousands of veterans die while their appeals languish.74 Because BVA remands half of its cases for further development, veterans commonly “find themselves trapped for years in a bureaucratic labyrinth, plagued by delays and inaction,” as the Federal Circuit recently lamented. Recent backlogs have only worsened this “churn.”75

While the backlogs have some distinct causes across the agencies,76 each agency has responded with similar measures. Each agency has added officials at rapid clips. Beyond that, each has ratcheted up expectations for how quickly judges decide cases. When it first set a case completion goal in 1975, SSA asked ALJs to decide 26 cases per month. In March 2017, SSA set this figure at 50 decisions per month.77 The Attorney General in April 2018 threatened to issue subpar performance ratings to any IJ deciding fewer than 700 cases per year, or about 20 more than the average IJ decided from 2011-16.78 BVA expects VLJs to decide 25-30 cases per week, a threshold that in 2018 helped the agency render 85,288 decisions, or 32,627 more than in 2017.79 Before “the line judges were doing 750 [to] 800 [cases],” one official told us, but “it’s now up to

---

68 NALJ Has Grave Concerns, supra note 5, at 3.
69 Ridgway Presentation, supra note 2, at Slide 3.
70 U.S. Dep’t of Vet. Affairs, Comprehensive Plan for Processing Legacy Appeals and Implementing the Modernized Appeals System 20 (Aug. Update 2018) (listing number of VLJs); id. at 24 (describing Board inventory).
71 Id. at 20-24.
73 Comprehensive Plan, supra note 70, at 24.
74 OIG, U.S. Dep’t of Vet. Affairs, 16-01750-79, Veterans Benefits Administration: Review of Timeliness of the Appeals Process iv-v (2018) (reporting that, during the first quarter of FY 2016, 1,600 veterans died while their appeals were pending).
75 Martin v. O’Rourke, 891 F.3d 1338, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (Moore, J., concurring).
1,000 cases a year.”

Another official described the case completion goal as “far higher now than it was five years ago.”

These caseload pressures pose a systemic threat to accuracy. Conventional wisdom holds that an uptick in the pace of decision-making degrades decisional quality. This quantity/quality tradeoff has a straightforward logic: the faster a decision-maker has to work, the more she is likely to err.

Many of those involved with high volume agency adjudication, going back decades, accept this conventional wisdom. Seventy percent of the several hundred ALJs surveyed in 1978, for example, reported that production pressures caused decisional quality to suffer. SSA studied the quantity-quality relationship in 2012 and concluded that, “‘[a]s ALJ production increases, the general trend for decisional quality is to go down.’” Among the 395 BVA attorneys surveyed in 2018, most agreed that their production standard “results in a decrease in the quality of decisions for veterans, and substantially increases the likelihood of errors . . . .”

* * *

Much rides on decisional quality. An erroneous denial of benefits can subject a veteran or disabled worker to extreme hardship while they slog through a frustratingly slow appeals process. “Delay, deny, hope they die” has become a slogan of sorts for cynical veterans stuck in the VA morass. Errors coupled with long delay times can be a “death sentence” for social security disability benefits claimants, as a district judge recently noted. It takes little to imagine the worst for an asylum applicant, facing persecution at home, who is wrongly denied relief. Poor quality adjudication also has systemic consequences, for the federal budget, the federal courts, and for the just and accurate implementation of immigration policy.

---

80 Telephone Interview with Interview Subject #2, Transcript at 4 (Aug. 29, 2018).
81 Interview Subject #4, supra note 4, at 10.
83 Association of Administrative Law Judges v. Colvin, 777 F.3d 402, 404-405 (7th Cir. 2015).
84 Agency officials on occasion have denied that an increased pace of decision-making comes at the expense of decisional accuracy. E.g., Gerald K. Ray & Jeffrey S. Lubbers, A Government Success Story: How Data Analysis by the Social Security Appeals Council (with a Push from the Administrative Conference of the United States) is Transforming Social Security Disability Adjudication, 83 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1575, 1606 (2015). STAFF OF H. SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY, COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 96TH CONG., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES: SURVEY AND ISSUE PAPER 32 (Comm. Print 1979).
86 Letter from Dougles E. Massey, President, AFGE Local 17, to Chairman Mason, at 4 (April 26, 2018) (on file with authors).
II. SYSTEMIC QUALITY, CONSTITUTIONAL OBLIGATION, AND INTERNAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

If caseload pressures have indeed placed high volume agency adjudication on a precipice, a plunge could have enormous policy and political implications. A plunge also will have legal ramifications, because systemic accuracy in high volume agency adjudication is a constitutional obligation. A failure to achieve an adequate threshold of decisional quality can trigger a due process challenge. One response to the looming crisis of decisional quality could thus take the form of an order, imposed by a federal judge, instructing the agency to change how it does business. Under presently existing doctrine, however, this sort of externally imposed redress is unlikely to prove availing.

If decisional quality risks becoming an “underenforced constitutional norm” in the federal courts, internal administrative law may fill the void. After examining the limits of external sources of agency governance, this Part introduces quality assurance as a key component in an internally administered effort to improve adjudicator performance.

A. The Limits of External Law

1. Accuracy, Constitutional Obligation, and Remedial Mismatch

   An agency’s obligation to meet an adequate threshold of decisional quality comes out of the Due Process Revolution. In Goldberg, the revolution’s trigger, the Supreme Court declared that due process requires a welfare agency to afford beneficiaries certain procedural rights, including a hearing, before it could terminate benefits. This “pre-termination hearing has one function only,” the Court explained: “to produce an initial determination of the validity of the . . . grounds for discontinuance [and thereby] to protect a recipient against an erroneous termination . . . .” The Court in Mathews v. Eldridge recast Goldberg as its famous balancing test for the adjudication of due process challenges to agency decision-making. Whether the agency offers constitutionally adequate procedures when it threatens liberty or property interests depends in important part on “the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used . . . .” If the private interest in the enjoyment of the benefit at stake is strong enough, and if the procedures the agency offers to decide entitlements to that benefit err too frequently, then a court can order the agency to offer enhanced procedural rights.

   Goldberg and Mathews have three germane legacies. First, they cast the quality of agency adjudication in terms of accuracy. This understanding of quality may be unduly narrow, but it
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94 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976).
96 E.g., The Lewin Group, supra note 82, at iv-xiii.
continues to be the lynchpin of due process in agency adjudication. Second, Goldberg and Mathews emphasize that a system’s overall accuracy, not the accuracy of an individual decision, matters to the due process calculus. In most instances, a particular adjudicative process does not offend due process if it errs in one case or another. The procedures courts can order as remedies for due process violations therefore have as their “sole goal” systemic accuracy, or accuracy for the category of decision-making at issue. Goldberg’s and Mathews’s third legacy are the additional procedural protections that courts can order if a system errs too often. The logic is that these enhanced procedural rights will reduce errors in adjudication.

Critics of the Due Process Revolution have long questioned whether individual procedural rights can ensure that an agency meets its constitutional obligation to systemic accuracy. To the extent that such rights can improve the overall accuracy of an agency’s decision-making, as a practical matter they do so only if unrelated individuals collectively exercise their rights in significant enough numbers and with some degree of unintended coordination. This happy result is unlikely. Also, the population that ostensibly benefits from enhanced procedural rights may lack the resources or wherewithal to exercise them in large enough numbers. Appeals, to name one such procedure, can be “highly and mysteriously selective,” and may depend on factors wholly unrelated to accuracy. IJs’ decisions to deny continuances to immigrants seeking counsel and the government’s decision to detain immigrants, for instance, both depress appeals. Appellate dockets thus may not reflect actual error patterns, nor lead an agency to understand systematic sources of error.

Second, an individual’s use of an accuracy-promoting procedure, without more, does nothing to promote systemic accuracy. A single appeal may correct a single error, for example, but it does not oblige the agency or a reviewing court to determine whether the appeal represents
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97 Cf. Jerry L. Mashaw, Conflict and Compromise Among Models of Administrative Justice, 1981 DUKE L.J. 181, 188 (“From the perspective of bureaucratic rationality, administrative justice is accurate decision-making carried on through processes that take account of costs.”); id. at 207 (identifying Mathews with a bureaucratic rationality model of administrative justice); The LEWIN GROUP, supra note 82, at iv-xiii (linking accuracy to quality).
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“an isolated problem or the tip of an iceberg of similar but unappealed cases.”\textsuperscript{105} A critical mass of appeals over time could, in principle, reveal entrenched pathologies in agency decision-making, even if the selection of cases for appellate review is imperfect.\textsuperscript{106} But in practice, the agency must make some coordinated, managerial effort to gather and analyze data on appeals patterns and then act on what this information reveals. On its own, the mere provision of a right to appeal does not require or enable the agency to do so.

Finally, the provision of individual procedural rights may have systemic costs, including to systemic accuracy.\textsuperscript{107} More errors and more appeals should produce more remands, and thus further increase caseload pressures impacting quality. A reviewing court, exposed to only a sliver of the agency’s caseload, may impose a burdensome requirement on the agency that increases costs and delay dramatically. Requiring VA to provide veterans seeking benefits with expert medical opinions, for instance, means a government-funded examination “probably better than every three seconds,” as one official, skeptical of the Federal Circuit’s supervision of VA decision-making, told us: “Right now, each time you breathe out, VA just produced an expert medical opinion on a claim.”\textsuperscript{108} The result is that one claimant’s, immigrant’s, or veteran’s decision to avail himself of procedural protections to avoid or correct an error may lead to more errors in other cases, with questionable benefits and potentially significant costs for supposed due process beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{109}

To be sure, strengthened procedural rights for individuals to exercise may also improve systemic accuracy. A due process right to court-appointed and government-funded counsel, for example, would probably strengthen the overall quality of immigration adjudication.\textsuperscript{110} But, even if as-of-yet undeclared rights could improve systemic accuracy for different systems of adjudication, the likelihood that courts will find them lurking in the Due Process Clause is exceedingly low.\textsuperscript{111} Claims seeking additional procedural protections for social welfare beneficiaries have uniformly failed in the Supreme Court this century,\textsuperscript{112} and to date immigrants have failed to obtain additional rights under the most sympathetic of circumstances.\textsuperscript{113}

2. Jurisdiction Channeling

\textsuperscript{105} Mashaw, \textit{supra} note 100, at 78
\textsuperscript{106} Shavell, \textit{supra} note 102, at 413.
\textsuperscript{108} Interview Subject #2, \textit{supra} note 80, at 9.
\textsuperscript{110} Cite Ingrid V. Eagly & Steven Shafter, \textit{A National Study of Access to Counsel in Immigration Court}, 164 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 49-50 (2015) (describing the impact of access to counsel for immigrants).
\textsuperscript{111} ADRIAN VERMEULE, LAW’S ABNEGATION: FROM LAW’S EMPIRE TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE 123 (2016).
\textsuperscript{112} Merrill, \textit{supra} note 11, at 44-45.
\textsuperscript{113} CJLG v. Sessions, 880 F.3d 1122 (9th Cir. 2018) (denying that Due Process requires government-provided counsel for indigent juveniles in removal proceedings).
Procedural due process is not the only external source of legal obligation concerned with decisional quality. The APA is another, of course, as are agency-specific statutes. In theory, nothing in the substance of these laws would prevent them from evolving to support claims plaintiffs can bring for remedies more systemic in reach than individual procedural rights. Such an evolution would fit neatly with the “duty to supervise” that Professor Gillian Metzger argues the Constitution imposes on federal agencies. But statutes governing disability benefits, immigration, and veterans’ benefits litigation mostly limit the federal courts to an appellate role concerned with the individual remediation of errors. These jurisdiction-channeling provisions would steer claims alleging systemic problems with decisional quality to fora ill-situated to receive them favorably.

In theory, a claimant, immigrant, or veteran could challenge some systemic inadequacy in agency decision-making as part of an individual appeal or petition for review. But an appellant or petitioner will rarely pursue, much less win, these remedies. Presumably a disability benefits claimant who appeals to a federal district court does so because she believes SSA denied her benefits erroneously. The agency may have inadequately supervised ALJs in a particular hearing office, and perhaps this inadequate supervision made the error she alleges more likely. A systemic remedy, such as an order requiring better supervision, might indirectly benefit her. But she is more likely to benefit directly if she simply asks for the district court to correct the error in her individual case.

Legal and institutional hurdles stand in the way of an altruistic appellant or petitioner who might eschew a direct individualized remedy for a more indirect systemic one. Although its contours are contested, scope-of-remedy doctrine tends to limit a litigant to an injunction or injunction-like remedy no broader than what is necessary to resolve the harm the litigant herself has experienced. A petitioner or appellant may proceed on behalf of a class of similarly situated people to broaden the remedy’s scope. But jurisdiction-channeling provisions steer litigants to appellate fora that do not typically handle a class action-type challenge of this sort. Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure does not apply in the courts of appeals, and whatever other power they might have to certify classes of immigrant petitioners is uncertain and largely untested. The Federal Circuit recently recognized the CAVC’s power to certify classes of veterans. But neither the CAVC nor the federal courts of appeals can supervise a discovery process of the sort necessary to establish that agency practices produce systemic inaccuracies; such evidence would
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122 E-mail from Adam Zimmerman, Professor of Law, Loyola Law School-Los Angeles, to David Marcus, Professor of Law, UCLA School of Law (Jan. 11, 2019, 14:55 PST) (on file with authors).
have to be compiled in the agency before the appeal.\textsuperscript{124} District courts, the appellate tribunals for SSA appeals, do have these procedural powers. But legal restrictions may limit their review to evidence in the record,\textsuperscript{125} and exhaustion requirements may limit class membership to those who have pursued all internal agency appeals.\textsuperscript{126}

To be sure, jurisdiction-channeling provisions do permit some systemic challenges to aspects of administrative adjudication pursued outside the designated appeals or petitions process. For a plaintiff to file such a case directly in a district court, the systemic challenge must involve matters that are “collateral” to the merits of individual claims.\textsuperscript{127} A challenge to an SSA policy treating in-kind loans as a form of income, for instance, was collateral because it was “not essentially a claim for benefits.”\textsuperscript{128} But the various tests courts use to determine when claims are indeed “collateral”\textsuperscript{129} tend to exclude those alleging systemic inaccuracy in adjudicator decision-making, on grounds that these allegations necessarily require examination of cases’ merits.\textsuperscript{130}

The doctrine governing judicial review of administrative adjudication includes more nuance than we can discuss here, and we return to the possibility of systemic remedies imposed through structural reform litigation in Part V. For now, the point is simply that jurisdiction channeling reinforces the remedial limitations of procedural due process. It steers claims about decisional quality into venues that privilege individual error avoidance or correction over systemic reform. The result is a body of external law for administrative governance that presently offers little promise as a bulwark against a systemic decline in decisional quality.\textsuperscript{131}

\section*{B. Internal Administrative Law and Quality Assurance}

In 1974, Mashaw argued for a different due process doctrine, emphasizing its “management side.”\textsuperscript{132} Rather than give individuals procedures they can use to avoid or correct particular errors, due process should require agencies to use “systematic management techniques [to] discover errors, identify their causes, and implement corrective action.”\textsuperscript{133} Mashaw quickly rethought a recommendation that courts enforce this version of Due Process with structural injunctions,\textsuperscript{134} insisting in \textit{Bureaucratic Justice} that such interventions would lie beyond judicial competence.\textsuperscript{135} But Mashaw did not give up on a “right” to good administration. Rather, he turned
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away from Due Process and reforms imposed from outside the agency and toward an “internal law of administration” as the better means for achieving improvement in agency performance.136

In recent years, more and more administrative law scholars have come to agree with Mashaw’s view that externally devised and imposed law, such as procedural due process and the APA, only controls decision-making at the margins.137 “Internal administrative law” – “internal rules and procedures, bureaucratic systems, and internal techniques of instruction, oversight, and control of agency personnel”138 – matters far more to the day-to-day work of agency officials, judges, and employees.139

Administrative law theorists have reinvigorated debates about internal administrative law as a promising vein to tap to “encourage consistency, predictability, and reasoned argument” in agency decision-making.140 Deficits of institutional competence limit judicial capacity to devise doctrine that will succeed in ensuring that agencies balance all of the competing goals they have to serve.141 Judicial review and external oversight are too infrequent and too abstract to ensure that granular realities of day-to-day decision-making align with legal requirements.142 “Law’s abnegation” for the governance of agency adjudication reflects this reality, Professor Adrian Vermeule argues: “the federal judicial system is not set up, not equipped, to engage in a sustained course of synoptic institutional engineering.”143 Agencies in contrast have the practical expertise to assess what they can achieve in light of institutional and budgetary constraints; the experience with political oversight to know what Congress might and might not allow, and what Congress does and does not want them to prioritize; and the best sense of what the universe of regulatory beneficiaries need from their decision-making, not just the few who seek judicial review.

Quality assurance initiatives were central to the internal administrative law Mashaw described for SSA in 1983 and epitomize it today.144 Following recommendations Mashaw spearheaded for the Administrative Conference of the United States and subsequently touted by the now-Government Accountability Office, agencies have used quality assurance programs for decades. Indeed, SSA’s first effort in this regard responded to Mashaw’s argument for internal management strategies as a substitute for individual procedural rights.145 These experiments offer a tantalizing basis to determine whether internal governance strategies can ensure decisional
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quality system-wide and thereby succeed where external law fails short. They also provide an example of internal administrative law-in-action, a case study that can help test scholars’ claims about internal administrative law’s potential and limitations.

III. QUALITY ASSURANCE IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

We now provide an historical overview of the quality assurance initiatives the three federal agencies have used (or have failed to use, in EOIR’s case), based on extensive materials secured through FOIA, in-depth interviews, and administrative records. This untold story helps illuminate the factors that have influenced how agencies measure and try to improve decisional quality. The implications of this history come in Part V, but for the moment three observations merit mention. SSA’s decades of fitful experiences with quality assurance illuminate how concerns not necessarily coterminous with accuracy in decision-making, including sensitivity to ALJ independence and overall priorities for policy implementation, determine a program’s contours. Second, EOIR’s near-total neglect of quality assurance suggests that an agency’s commitment to accuracy may depend on the politics of error distribution. Third, BVA’s refusal to upgrade its Quality Review program hints at a tension that agencies must resolve as they design their initiatives: a program can paint a rosy accuracy picture without improving accuracy.

A. SSA’s Decades of Experiments

146 A skeptic might challenge the usefulness of quality assurance initiatives for ALJ-type decision-making as a case study for internal administrative law. To Mashaw, hearing-based disability benefits adjudication resulted from a recreation of agency decision-making in judicial guise and imported into SSA a model of justice ill-suited to the consistent adjudication of a large number of claims efficiently. He proposed his “internal administrative law” as an alternative. It’s no surprise that we have found pathologies in VLJ, ALJ, and IJ governance, one sympathetic to Mashaw’s position might maintain, since these sorts of quasi-judicial figures are poorly suited to internal direction. But quasi-judicial decision-making for disability benefits, immigration, and veterans’ benefits is here to stay. A conception of internal administrative law that declares ALJ-type decision-making inapposite risks irrelevance. It also leaves Mathews v. Eldridge and individual procedural rights as the sole legal response to crises of decisional quality, an outcome we reject as tantamount to surrender. Finally, BVA and SSA have tried to govern their judges with strategies that fit the internal administrative law mold, suggesting that internal administrative law-in-action has attempted to accommodate this decision-making.

147 Agencies draw from a menu of techniques, including training, peer review, auditing, and internal appeals, among others, to manage the discretion they give frontline adjudicators. See Daniel E. Ho & Sam Sherman, Managing Street-Level Arbitrariness: The Evidence Base for Public Sector Quality Improvement, 13 ANN. REV. LAW & SOC. SCI. 251, 253-265 (2017). Agencies have deployed these techniques for programs we do not include within the rubric of quality assurance, even as they bear upon the accuracy of decision-making. The “quality control system” Mashaw had in mind included “the development of standards, the evaluation of performance against these standards, and action to upgrade substandard performance.” Mashaw, supra note 100, at 791. We use these characteristics to identify initiatives that attempt to assess the systemic accuracy of agency decision-making and to improve decisional quality.

148 While we discuss perceptions of the efficacy of various programs that agencies have used throughout this Part, to our knowledge no outside observer has ever subjected any of the initiatives to rigorous and reliable empirical examination, which we turn to in Part IV. While working at BVA, one of us did a superficial internal analysis of its quality review program in 2016, reaching similar conclusions about the overall effectiveness of the program to those we make here. This analysis has not been made public, although we quote documents obtained through FOIA that indicate its overall conclusions.
SSA has by far the most experience with quality assurance initiatives. Its use of them waxed and waned between the 1970s and mid-2000s. In recent years, the agency has institutionalized its commitment to these programs.

1. Initial Efforts

Disability benefits adjudication started in 1956. During the early years, the agency used “own motion review” to examine every allowance decision (a decision by an ALJ granting benefits) and many denials, and it captured systematic data on aspects of ALJ decision-making. But SSA lacked any sort of systematic initiative to assess the overall quality of ALJ decision-making and recommend improvements. This absence grew glaring as several legal and cultural changes fueled a huge increase in ALJ caseloads in the early 1970s. Despite worrying patterns of ALJ inconsistencies, SSA jettisoned its modest quality efforts in 1975 to shift the staff tasked with the work to case production. By 1975, an agency official lamented, “quality control” was “virtually nonexistent,” with “no feedback . . . to the ALJ corps in terms of improving the ultimate quality of the decision.”

Amidst this first major “crisis” for the disability benefits adjudication system, the agency announced a management initiative that coupled new case completion goals with a three-pronged quality assurance program. Designed to focus on ALJs with aberrational decision patterns, the first two prongs generated instructions tailored to specific ALJs for how they should hold hearings and write decisions. The third, dubbed the “Quality Review System,” has become a prototype
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of sorts and resembles the Quality Review program we examine in-depth in Part IV. Beginning in 1976, the agency selected 5% of all ALJ decisions for “post-effectuation” review (i.e., after the agency finalized the decision and notified the claimant). Appeals Council analysts looked for errors in these decisions, defined as “any defect so serious that it required either corrective action by the Appeals Council, or would have required such action” had the case been appealed. A more searching standard of review, SSA feared, would rankle ALJs. A division within SSA used information about “serious” errors analysts observed, along with data culled from other sources, to prepare “quality assurance reports” documenting various trends that the agency distributed periodically to central and regional supervisory personnel. The division also used the data to prepare instructional material on specific error areas.

Convinced that SSA cared mostly about case production, ALJs resisted this effort at quality assurance. They sued to challenge the case completion goals and the prongs that targeted specific ALJs as unlawful interference with their judicial independence. The lawsuit settled for an agreement by the agency not to “issue directives or memoranda which set any specific number of dispositions by ALJs as quotas or goals,” and to limit the feedback individual ALJs received from the Appeals Council on deficient decisions. SSA officials concluded that the Quality Review System, which the lawsuit did not challenge, achieved little for decisional accuracy.

2. Bellmon Review

SSA’s second major effort at quality assurance triggered deep and lasting bitterness among ALJs. Concerned by decisional inconsistencies and the high number of claims ALJs allowed, Congress in 1980 passed the “Bellmon Amendment” to require SSA to restart “own motion” review. The duty of implementing Bellmon Review fell to the Reagan Administration, which was determined to cut social security costs. The program focused on high allowance ALJs, an emphasis justified by Congress’ supposed concern with excessive grants and a preliminary study indicating that high allowance ALJs err more than others. As eventually constructed, the sampling protocol selected 15% of ALJ allowance decisions for review, with most from ALJs who
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allowed claims most liberally. An ALJ’s decisions would remain subject to this targeted sampling until his or her allowance rate declined. SSA claimed to use information gleaned from Bellmon Review to determine training needs and to identify areas where the agency needed to clarify disability policy. It also proposed to create a feedback system to advise targeted ALJs of “decisional weaknesses” and to put ALJs on improvement plans.

Other controversial changes to disability policy caused hearing requests to skyrocket in the early 1980s, creating another caseload crisis for the agency. SSA thus coupled Bellmon Review with a new and much higher case completion goal, increasing each ALJ’s target to 45 decisions per month in 1982. The agency also began to take more muscular action to push ALJs to conform to its expectations for decision-making. The agency disclaimed any sort of performance evaluation system based on productivity or allowance rates. But it exerted informal pressure by, for example, allocating support staff and office space based on “how the ALJ behaved . . . .”

To some, Bellmon Review was not a quality assurance initiative per se, but rather a tool to achieve a lower national disability benefits tab. SSA’s fixation on case production also crowded out concerns about decisional quality. With most ALJs reporting pressure to disallow claims Bellmon Review prompted another lawsuit on behalf of ALJs complaining of lost decisional independence. SSA gutted the program, then just starting, before the lawsuit went to trial. The agency replaced its targeted sampling with a protocol that selected cases for review from all ALJ decisions, including denials, and it used the information gleaned from the program to compile bland reports with little guidance to improve decisional quality.
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Bellmon Review is now viewed as a colossal failure. Whatever its effect on the accuracy of ALJ decision-making, the program cast a long shadow over quality assurance experiments going forward. Its legacy includes, for instance, regulations amended in 1998 to disclaim SSA’s power to select decisions by individual ALJs or particular hearing offices for pre-effectuation review.

3. Failed Efforts

SSA used stopgap quality assurance measures from the mid-1980s to 2007, trying but never quite implementing a more expansive program. The agency ended its quality assurance efforts altogether shortly after the Bellmon Review debacle. It began again in 1992, prompted in part by an explosive report documenting racial disparities in ALJ allowance rates. SSA rebooted the random sampling program it had started in 1976, first subjecting allowance and denial decisions for pre-effectuation review, then selecting only allowance decisions. The agency also began a peer review program. Teams of ALJs scrutinized a random sample of post-effectuation decisions, including allowances and denials. This initiative generated information “to address broad program issues,” such as reasons for high ALJ award rates; resulted in the issuance of several reports that indicated the accuracy of ALJ decision-making; and ostensibly informed ALJ training. But the program never grappled with the racial bias issue that prompted the agency’s renewed commitment to quality assurance.

SSA did not envision either of these programs as permanent responses to concerns about decisional quality. Several times in the 1990s and early 2000s it planned extensive changes to the
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disability adjudication process, and in each of these proposals it included revised quality review initiatives. But almost nothing materialized. Inadequate funding and rising backlogs forced SSA to deprioritize these efforts. In the early 2000s, SSA halted its random sampling initiative. The peer review program limped on, albeit with no apparent impact after the late 1990s, until 2009, when the agency returned ALJs assigned to the program to the bench to hold hearings and decide cases.

4. SSA’s Modern Quality Assurance System

In 2006, SSA created an Office of Quality Performance as part of a planned large-scale reconstruction of the disability adjudication process. This effort ended in failure a year later, as rising backlogs and Congressional pressure forced the agency to shift its priorities. It adopted an aggressive backlog reduction plan that included, among other planks, an ALJ hiring spree, a new case completion goal of 500-700 decisions per ALJ annually, and a revived quality assurance program that remains in place today.

The first aspect of this program, which a new Division of Quality began in 2010, is the latest iteration of pre-effectuation review, this time of a sample of allowance decisions by a team of Appeals Council analysts. As their predecessors did in the 1970s, staff attorneys gather structured data from each reviewed case on a large array of issues. These data help SSA track variances in decision patterns among the country’s various regions and determine which sorts of
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issues generate the most errors. As areas of concern materialize, the Division of Quality can conduct selective samples of decisions, using criteria that can help screen for likely errors.

SSA uses this pre-effectuation review for several purposes. If it identifies an error in an ALJ’s decision, it may remand that decision to the ALJ for correction. Information gleaned from pre-effectuation reviews also helps SSA identify error-prone issues that warrant additional training. But the program does not enable SSA to track the performance of individual ALJs or hearing offices, out of concern for the sort of interference with decisional independence that stymied Bellmon Review.

The Division of Quality also began “focused reviews” in 2011. This program is the first since the Bellmon Review to scrutinize specific ALJs. It uses an “internal early warning system” with a variety of indicators, including the ALJ’s disposition rate and the rate at which the Appeals Council agrees with or remands her decisions, to select an ALJ whose decisions indicate a problematic pattern. If the system gets triggered, the Division of Quality may assign a team of attorneys to review a sample of the ALJ’s decisions. This review determines if the ALJ’s decisions indeed suffer from a recurring problem, and it helps supervisory personnel identify an appropriate intervention, such as individualized counseling and feedback. From 2013 to 2016, SSA conducted seventy-two of these time-intensive focused reviews of ALJs, including a number of ALJs with aberrational decision patterns. Focused reviews have also helped SSA identify issues that tend to create errors more generally and to generate training to address them.

SSA has developed two additional quality assurance programs since 2007. Its Office of Quality Review has conducted “disability case reviews” by randomly sampling all ALJ decisions and subjecting the selected ones for additional scrutiny. These post-effectuation reviews, like the pre-effectuation reviews of allowance decisions only, generate information to guide ALJ training. Pursuant to the “inline quality review” program, begun in 2009, staff in SSA’s ten regional offices randomly sample cases in hearing offices at various stages before effectuation.
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These reviews examine the extent to which hearing office personnel, including staff and decision writers in addition to ALJs, prepare cases in a manner consistent with SSA policy.\textsuperscript{224} Recognizing the proliferation of quality assurance initiatives and the need to coordinate them, SSA created an Office of Analytics, Review, and Oversight in October 2017.\textsuperscript{225} As this institutionalization of quality assurance suggests, SSA’s post-2007 efforts are the most enduring since the agency began its experiments in the late 1970s. Some signs suggest an impact on ALJ decision patterns,\textsuperscript{226} but an external evaluation of its quality effects has not been conducted.\textsuperscript{227}

B. EOIR’s Inattention

While SSA’s experimentation with quality assurance initiatives has been extensive, EOIR’s has remained superficial. The near-total disregard for quality assurance initiatives may reflect immigrants’ political weakness and thereby shed as much light on the pressures that affect internal regimes of administrative governance as the decades of SSA experiments do.

The earliest program appears to be EOIR’s “Immigration Court Evaluation Program.”\textsuperscript{228} The agency sent a team of IJs, legal assistants, and court administrators to various immigration courts for a qualitative peer evaluation. This program ended in 2008, when EOIR replaced the information it yielded with a set of quantitative measures of court performance that focus exclusively on case completion goals.\textsuperscript{229} Performance measures adopted in 2018 for IJs focus almost entirely on case production and wholly neglect decisional accuracy.\textsuperscript{230} EOIR appears to rely upon Assistant Chief Immigration Judges, who supervise regions of IJs, to determine which

\textsuperscript{224} Id. at 35.
\textsuperscript{225} Testimony by Bea Disman, Acting Chief of Staff, Social Security Administration, House Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Social Security, Sept. 6, 2017; see also GAO, GAO, supra note 217, at 75-76.
\textsuperscript{226} Other developments, including a rapid expansion of the ALJ corps and significant changes to ALJ training, complicate an assessment of exactly how much credit the quality assurance initiatives deserve. GAO, supra note 217, at 25.
\textsuperscript{227} Cf. Verkuil, supra note 24, at 244-45 (describing the early stages of SSA’s efforts).
\textsuperscript{228} In 2008, a GAO report identified IJ training and the one-by-one review of IJ decisions by the Board of Immigration Appeals as EOIR’s only centrally administered programs with decisional quality as a primary concern. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-08-935, U.S. ASYLUM SYSTEM: AGENCIES HAVE TAKEN ACTIONS TO HELP ENSURE QUALITY IN THE ASYLUM ADJUDICATION PROCESS, BUT CHALLENGES REMAIN 19 (2008). We submitted a FOIA request in January 2016 asking for “[a]ll studies, memoranda, reports, or other documents produced from January 1, 2010, to the present discussing, describing, analyzing, or proposing agency-wide quality assurance initiatives designed offered or designed to improve the accuracy and timeliness of immigration judge decision-making.” Letter to Office of the General Counsel, EOIR, from David Marcus, at 2 (Jan. 28, 2016). We appealed when EOIR’s production in response to this request indicated no more than what we summarize here but did not receive any additional information. We also attempted to interview EOIR personnel but were not permitted to do so. We are thus reasonably confident that our summary accurately reflects the history of EOIR quality assurance, although it is possible that EOIR materials from before January 1, 2010, that are not reflected in publicly available sources memorialize more extensive efforts.
\textsuperscript{229} U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-17-438, IMMIGRATION COURTS: ACTIONS NEEDED TO REDUCE CASE BACKLOG AND ADDRESS LONG-STANDING MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES 61 (2017). EOIR insists that a new “Organizational Results Unit” that supposedly started at the end of 2017, will operate as a successor to this program. Id. at 66.
ones need some intervention to improve performance.\textsuperscript{231} It does not tell these supervisory judges how to evaluate IJ performance, however, and they appear to do so idiosyncratically.\textsuperscript{232}

One episode illustrates just how little attention EOIR has paid to quality assurance. In 2002, the U.S. Attorney General implemented “streamlining” at the BIA, the internal appellate body that reviews IJ decisions.\textsuperscript{233} To eliminate BIA backlogs, among other objectives, the Attorney General authorized single BIA members, instead of panels, to decide appeals much more often, and with much less reasoning.\textsuperscript{234} Shoddy agency review prompted immigrants to flood the federal courts with appeals.\textsuperscript{235} Federal judges repeatedly lashed out at poor quality decision-making within EOIR, a backlash that pushed the Attorney General to respond.\textsuperscript{236} In August 2006 he ordered EOIR to make twenty-two changes to improve immigration adjudication. These included, among others, the adoption of “mechanisms to detect poor conduct and quality.”\textsuperscript{237}

A few months later, EOIR’s Director issued a memorandum detailing the status of each required change. He noted that EOIR had “implemented” the quality assurance directive by issuing an instruction that the DOJ lawyers who defend immigration orders in federal court report instances when “an immigration judge failed to display the appropriate level of professionalism . . .”\textsuperscript{238} Even in response to a crisis of legitimacy that threatened to unmake core aspects of the immigration court system,\textsuperscript{239} one prompted by disastrous quality decision-making in the immigration courts, EOIR declined to fashion a quality assurance program of the sort that SSA had used since the 1970s.

\section*{C. BVA and Quality Review}

Along the spectrum of experience and innovation, BVA fits between SSA and EOIR. Its institutional commitment to quality assurance goes back decades,\textsuperscript{240} but its chief program, which took shape in 1998, is basic in design. The program has generated a blunt accuracy number that invariably casts BVA performance in a favorable light – a feature that perhaps explains why the program has proven resistant to change.
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Prior to the CAVC’s creation in 1988, the “splendid isolation”\textsuperscript{241} of the veterans’ benefits system made external measure of quality difficult.\textsuperscript{242} The CAVC added significantly more scrutiny to BVA’s work and pressed it to ensure that VLJs rendered policy compliant decisions. This additional scrutiny had an immediate and dramatic impact on BVA’s substantive work, resulting in a significant drop in the denial rate and increase in the rate at which VLJs remanded cases.\textsuperscript{243} As BVA’s Chairman acknowledged in 1996, the CAVC “has provided the most significant guidance in defining the essential ingredients of quality appellate decisions.”\textsuperscript{244}

That year, BVA created a new quality system that “subjected all Board decisions to screening for errors before promulgation and approximately 10 to 15 percent of those decisions to a more intense quality review.”\textsuperscript{245} But it failed to keep statistics or data on the results of these reviews,\textsuperscript{246} and thus, by BVA’s own admission, this system “did not lend itself to quantifiable measurement and repeatable comparisons over time.”\textsuperscript{247} BVA revised the system in 1998, to create a quantitative program to evaluate and score BVA’s decision-making accuracy, and to collect data to identify areas needing improvement.\textsuperscript{248}

The quality review program that took form in 1998 ran continuously until November 2016.\textsuperscript{249} It substantially resembled the “Quality Review System” SSA debuted in 1976. A computer system randomly selected 5\% of all original and post-remand decisions from BVA for review, and 10\% of cases which had previously been remanded by the CAVC.\textsuperscript{250} It did so after the VLJ had completed the draft decision, but before issuing it to the appellant. Prior to May 2002, staff who remained involved in deciding cases reviewed decisions selected by the quality review program. The GAO raised concerns about this structure in 2002, suggesting that BVA members
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\textsuperscript{248} See generally Memorandum No. 01-98-15 from Office of the Chairman, Board of Veterans’ Appeals, Regarding Quality Review of Decisions of the Board of Veterans’ Appeals (May 14, 1998) (on file with authors). The stated purpose of the quality review system was to (1) “measure performance in the area of quality for the Board as a whole and for each of the four Decision Teams”, and (2) “use decision accuracy data to identify areas of strength and weakness in decisions in order to set realistic goals for improvement, and develop training programs as needed.” Thrasher, supra note 246. From 1995 to 2012, VLJs were divided into four Decision Teams, each managed by one Deputy Vice Chairman and two Chief VLJs. These teams divided workload along geographical lines and each Decision Team took all appeals from specific VA regional offices. 1995 U.S. DEP’T OF VET. AFFAIRS, BD. OF VET. APPEALS, REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN 9. In December 2012, the Decision Teams were abolished and the VLJs were reorganized into a single body headed by two Deputy Vice Chairmen and ten Chief VLJs. 2013 U.S. DEP’T OF VET. AFFAIRS, BD. VET. APP. ANN. REP. 3.
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directly involved in deciding veterans’ appeals should not also review draft decisions for accuracy.\textsuperscript{251} BVA revised the program in May 2002, concentrating all quality review work in its Appellate Group,\textsuperscript{252} a managerial body not typically involved in direct adjudication.\textsuperscript{253} Within the group, the Office of Quality Review,\textsuperscript{254} a team of 4-6 competitively selected attorneys serving two year details, administered the program.\textsuperscript{255}

Between 1998 and 2002, a case was considered erroneous, or inaccurate, if it contained at least one error from a list of pre-defined categories, internally known as “exceptions.”\textsuperscript{256} As a result of the 2002 GAO report, BVA narrowed the definition of an error to “a deficiency that would be outcome determinative, that is, result in the reversal or remand of a Board decision by the CAVC.”\textsuperscript{257} The error standard explicitly omitted any situation in which there could be “legitimate differences of opinion as to the outcome in an appeal, the interpretation of the law, the application of the law to the facts, or assessment of the weight and credibility of the evidence.”\textsuperscript{258}

Between 2003 and 2016, BVA’s accuracy rate never dipped below 89%, even as the rate at which the CAVC remanded or reversed BVA decisions likewise never fell below 40%.\textsuperscript{259} This apparent disparity prompted skepticism about the accuracy rate’s integrity.\textsuperscript{260} In 2016, one of us, who headed the Quality Review program at the time, proposed replacing the existing system with a data-driven system to identify recurring problems and generate interventions to address these problems.\textsuperscript{261} As the proposal indicated, “the accuracy rate number . . . is essentially static, does not reflect any long-term trends or changes in quality, and is completely inconsistent with results reported by the CAVC.”\textsuperscript{262} BVA experimented with this alternative for just enough time to generate an in-depth study of a particular regulation that had proven difficult for VLJs to apply
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properly. The subsequent training based on this study seems to have succeeded at changing VLJ behavior in this area of law.

In late 2017, however, BVA reinstated a version of its old quality review program. As one official told us, a single erroneous VLJ decision had embarrassed VA, and in response BVA’s Interim Principal Deputy Vice Chairman insisted that it restart the 2002 version of the quality review program. BVA’s reconstituted program samples a smaller percentage of draft decisions; skyrocketing caseloads make sampling of a full 5% impossible absent an increase of resources to quality review. Previously attorneys assigned to the program served two-year details, as an attorney “took 6-12 months to gain expertise.” The reinstated program involved attorneys on six-month details, with the “goal to achieve full productivity within one week of training.”

Importantly, the reconstituted program uses a new standard of review that abandons the pretense that reviewing attorneys predict CAVC remands. Instead, the new standard requires that errors be “clear and unmistakable” – ones where “the result would have been manifestly different but for the error.” Such instances should be “very, very rare.” Using this new approach, BVA reported a 93.6% accuracy rate for FY 2018. During these twelve months, a remarkable 47% increase in staff productivity enabled BVA to decide 85,288 cases, crushing the record it had set in FY 2017.

* * *

We can draw several lessons from this untold story of quality management in the administrative state. First, the variability in agency attention to quality is substantial. Despite the constitutional demand for accuracy and evidence of considerable challenges at each of these agencies, the variation is striking. As SSA’s Office of Analytics, Review, and Oversight indicates, quality assurance has become institutionalized at SSA after decades of fitful experiments. To this day, BVA continues to use a model rooted in the 1970s, notwithstanding an internal push for more data-driven techniques. EOIR equates unprofessional conduct by IJs with low quality, suggesting a hollowing out of Goldberg’s demand for accuracy within the agency. These varying quality efforts may be indicative of differences in motivation. SSA’s numerous quality program changes and experimentations suggest an honest search for accurate quality measurement and improvement by at least some portion of the agency. BVA’s utilization of the same program, without any notable
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changes, for over 15 years, suggests that the rosy statistics the program produces are the true goal. EOIR’s near total lack of quality monitoring efforts reflects an agency unconcerned with accountability for poor quality.

Second, quality remains a deeply contested concept. In the 1980s, SSA deployed it for political control to reduce the welfare rolls, and the quality assurance initiatives continue to challenge core notions of decisional independence. BVA’s reforms illustrate the challenges of internal institutional design around quality, with GAO critiquing the use of staff attorneys to review decisions by superiors. As we show in more depth in Part V, bureaucratic incentives can distort how an agency measures and reports quality. While few would contest that agencies should strive for high-quality decisions at an abstract level, the implementation is anything but straightforward.

Third, while there has been much experimentation, we know virtually nothing about which initiatives actually work. This is unfortunate as it undercuts the ability of by all federal agencies to learn about how to design effective adjudicatory systems. SSA insiders suggest significant improvement at SSA’s Appeals Council, but the effectiveness of interventions for ALJ decision-making remains uncertain. No quality assurance program has even been subjected to an independent evaluation. Yet if institutional and doctrinal limitations hobble the capacity of external law to ensure an adequate threshold of decisional quality in mass adjudication, and if internal administrative law offers the best alternative, it is critical to understand whether these initiatives are as effective as billed.

IV. EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY: BVA’S QUALITY REVIEW PROGRAM

Because one of us previously served as BVA’s Director of the Office of Quality Review (“QR”), we are able to offer, for the first time, a rigorous assessment of whether this form of internal administrative law works. In this Part, we first spell out what makes our case study unique and then highlight the main findings. Our takeaway is straightforward: BVA’s QR program failed. Cases that went through quality review were no less likely to be appealed and remanded than cases that did not. The likely reason for this stunning finding involves the standard of review QR attorneys used when they evaluated VLJ decisions. While ostensibly predicting what would happen to cases if appealed to the CAVC, these attorneys in reality were a good deal more deferential to VLJs. The QR program generated rosy numbers suggesting highly accurate decision-making that bore little relationship to any external measure of quality. It gave VLJs virtually no incentive to improve.

A. A Critical Test Case

Our case study is unique in several respects. First, as spelled out in Part III, BVA’s QR program remains the leading prototype of how to assess and improve the accuracy of decision making through an internal agency program. Second, our examination is the first independent test of such a program. Third, in contrast the previous studies that are limited to reporting highly
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aggregated data from agency output, we secure rich, internal data of every case that the agency adjudicated from 2002-2016, comprising nearly 600,000 cases. As discussed in Part III, the QR program ran formally unchanged from November 1, 2002, to November 15, 2016, giving us a long observation period to test for subsequent disposition of cases. The “Veterans Appeals Control and Locator System” (“VACOLS”) dataset includes rich information about every veteran’s case – e.g., service period, fine-grained medical diagnosis, and the subsequent disposition of the case at CAVC if appealed. It is the same that BVA used to administer the program, allowing us to construct rigorous statistical tests for its efficacy. This rich data means that we are able to provide very precise estimates of effect sizes.

Fourth, the design of the program allows us to construct an extremely credible test for its effectiveness. Most importantly, a computer randomly selected 5% of original cases, or VLJ decisions on cases before BVA for the first time, to quality review. Random assignment ensures that those cases selected for QR are comparable in all respects to those not selected for QR, allowing us to attribute outcome differences to the QR intervention. Fifth, our data indicates which cases were selected for quality review and what errors, if any, the QR team identified for selected cases. VACOLS thus enabled us to divide all BVA decisions into a control group (cases not selected for quality review) and a treatment group (cases selected for quality review).

Random assignment, coupled with this rich data, hence allows us to test whether the program worked as intended, by comparing QR cases and control cases. If the program worked, we would expect veterans to appeal a much smaller percentage of QR cases than control cases. To determine whether to “call” a “substantive error” – basically a problem other than a formatting mistake – the QR attorney reviewing the draft decision would decide whether the opinion exhibited “a deficiency that would be outcome determinative, that is, result in the reversal or remand of a BVA decision by” the CAVC. If she found such an error, the QR team would prepare and circulate an “exception memorandum” describing the error for the VLJ. The VLJ could revise the draft decision to correct the error, ignore the exception memorandum, or make a formal challenge to BVA’s Chief Counsel for Policy and Procedure. The express purpose was to correct errors, so as to reduce the likelihood of an appeal to, and reversal or remand by, CAVC. In addition, we would expect CAVC to reverse or remand a smaller number of issues that underwent QR. Exception memoranda would have prompted corrections in the small number of decisions with errors before they went out the door.

B. Results and Analysis

Our basic findings are damning: quality review had no causal effects for either original appeals or CAVC-remanded appeals. Veterans appealed 6% of VLJ decisions on original cases in the treatment group and 6% of the cases from the control group to the CAVC. Again, due to the size of the sample, these estimates are very precise, allowing us to rule out effects of any substantial magnitude. The top panel of Figure 1 plots the proportion of QR and control cases

275 See supra p. 39.
277 Through a series of robustness analyses we find marginal evidence that the QR program may have had an effect for cases back on remand from CAVC. QR may have caused a 1% reduction in the rate at which veterans took decisions in CAVC-remanded cases back to the CAVC. With 5,622 CAVC-remanded cases undergoing quality review, we estimate that the program has helped BVA avoid roughly sixty appeals over fifteen years. This effect is de minimis. During this time, veterans appealed 57,170 cases to the CAVC in total. These figures are in the CAVC’s Annual Reports, 2003 to 2017, which are available here: https://www.uscourts.cavc.gov/report.php.
appealed to CAVC in red and blue, respectively, with 95% confidence intervals that overlap. In addition, our tests show that quality review had virtually no impact on the likelihood that the CAVC would reverse or remand a BVA decision. Of original cases appealed to CAVC, roughly 75% of QR cases were vacated and remanded by CAVC, compared to 76% of control cases. The bottom panel of Figure 1 displays the set of typical outcomes for QR and control cases, in red and blue respectively, showing no differences of any substantive magnitude.

Figure 1: The impact of QR on case outcomes at CAVC. In the top panel, we plot the rate at which cases that went through QR (in red) and control cases (in blue) are appealed to CAVC. In the bottom panel, we plot the proportion of CAVC decisions in which at least one issue was subject to each disposition (e.g., vacated and remanded), again separately for cases that went through QR (in red) and control cases (in blue). Vertical dashes indicate the point estimates and horizontal lines indicate 95% confidence interval. These results show that the QR intervention had no substantive or statistically significant effect on CAVC outcomes: the QR and control outcomes are all comparable. Because the sample size involves 26,821 QR cases and 508,801 control cases, our estimates are extremely precise.

Why did the QR program fail by its own terms? We interviewed a wide range of officials, including CAVC judges, VLJs, staff attorneys, and senior officials at BVA and the VA, to understand the dynamics in more detail. One possibility is that CAVC decision-making may itself be hard to predict. If so, a QR attorney simply could not predict which cases would get remanded if appealed. By this account, the failure of quality review at BVA does not reflect poorly on BVA but on the CAVC. Or perhaps the QR example illuminates the futility of an accuracy measure pegged to expected outcomes on appeal. Yet the data refute this argument. When the QR team identified erroneous BVA decisions, those decisions were also more likely to be reversed and remanded by CAVC.

Another explanation shifts the spotlight to VLJs. Perhaps they simply ignore exception memoranda and sign decisions with errors likely to prompt remands by the CAVC. This hypothesis hardly presents BVA in a favorable light. The QR program cost BVA about $780,000 in salaries alone each year. Moreover, QR personnel, generally thought to be among the
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agency’s most successful staff attorneys, were taken off decision writing teams for the detail.\footnote{Id.}{280} Given this commitment of financial and attorney resources by an agency struggling with backlogs, routine VLJ indifference to exception memoranda would indict BVA for a serious management failure. Our interviews do not corroborate this hypothesis. According to one official, VLJs “almost always change” their drafts upon receiving an exception memorandum;\footnote{Interview Subject #4, supra note 4, at 19; see also Interview Subject #2, supra note 80, at 15; Interview Subject #3, supra note 22, at 5.}{281} this impression squares with the institutional knowledge one of us acquired during his 12 years at BVA. Moreover, even if some VLJs were indeed indifferent to exception memoranda, this indifference surely would not have been uniform across all VLJs. Presumably at least some of them valued QR feedback, wanted to avoid mistakes, and gratefully incorporated suggested changes before saddling veterans with erroneous decisions.\footnote{Cf. Interview Subject #1, supra note 278, at 3 (“[S]ome [VLJs] welcomed . . . correcting a decision that was not legally correct before it went out.”).}{282} We would thus expect to see statistically significant differences in the effect of quality review from VLJ to VLJ. But the data reveals no evidence of such heterogeneous effects across VLJs. The VLJ indifference hypothesis also does not explain why cases given a clean bill of health by the QR team still result in roughly three-quarters of cases being reversed and remanded at CAVC.

This latter fact suggests the most compelling explanation for the program’s inefficacy: the standard of review. Formally QR attorneys were supposed to call errors based upon their prediction of CAVC outcomes. Yet likely due to pressures to report high accuracy rates, which the Chairman reports annually, the QR program came to grade VLJ decisions on a more forgiving curve. While the program likely corrected some errors, its relative leniency meant that a lot of cases destined for CAVC remands met the error-free standard as QR attorneys applied it. Several pieces of evidence support this explanation. First, when we examine variation in QR attorney citation rates of error, we see that higher error rates correlate with higher CAVC reversal and remand rates.\footnote{In the vast majority of instances, the QR program assigned cases to attorneys in chronological order. In other words, when an attorney was ready to receive her next decision, she simply took the decision next up in the QR queue. No QR attorney, then, was more or less likely to encounter an error. This random assignment enabled us to measure the stringency of each QR attorney’s standard of review. In rare instances, the chief of the QR office would make an adjustment to this workflow to ensure balance of workloads across attorneys.}{283} The more stringent a standard of review a QR attorney used, in other words, the more her standard aligned with the CAVC’s.

Second, we compare the types of errors that attorneys called with the reason for CAVC remands. By far the largest number of CAVC remands involve a VLJ’s failure to explain the “reason or basis” of an opinion.\footnote{See generally Ridgway & Ames, supra note 109.}{284} This is veteran’s law jargon for administrative law’s “deeply embedded” obligation that an agency provide a “reasoned explanation” for its action.\footnote{Daniel A. Farber & Anne Joseph O’Connell, The Lost World of Administrative Law, 92 Tex. L. Rev. 1136, 1152 (2014).}{285} QR attorneys called reasons and bases errors in under 5% of cases they reviewed. This rate increased to 10% for cases these attorneys reviewed that veterans subsequently appealed to the CAVC (a difference that further corroborates that QR attorneys could meaningfully identify lower quality cases). By contrast, the CAVC remanded 62% of appeals for inadequate “reasons or bases.”

A 2010 memorandum written by BVA’s Deputy Vice Chairman confirms what these numbers suggest, that QR attorneys used a far less stringent metric to judge the adequacy of a
decision’s “reasons or bases.” The Deputy Vice Chairman apparently wrote the memorandum to defend the FY 2009 accuracy rate the QR program generated after the VA’s Office of General Counsel (“OGC”) expressed “‘reservations regarding whether external data support’” it. The OGC had pointed out that the QR program estimated errors in slightly less than 3,000 cases VLJs decided in FY 2009, more than 1700 fewer cases than veterans appealed to the CAVC that year, and about 100 fewer than the number the CAVC remanded. The Deputy Vice Chairman included an argument about “reasons or bases” remands among his responses to OGC:

While some of [the “reasons or bases”] remands are necessary, in many instances the Court remands the case for an additional explanation as to matters that are not essential to the final factual or legal conclusions already reached by the Board or matters as to which the Board’s views reasonably may be discerned from its decision. A “reasons or bases” remand does not necessarily indicate that the Board committed a legal or factual error, but may only reflect the Court’s judgment that an amplified explanation is desired with respect to a particular issue. The “reasons and bases” standard is both highly subjective and inconsistently applied. Therefore, it is often difficult to predict when the Court will remand a case for this reason.

This statement is remarkable to the extent that it suggests BVA’s disavowal of its obligation to provide reasoned explanations for its decisions – a core duty for any agency. Regardless, the statement also indicates that a lesser standard for adequate “reasons or bases” prevailed at BVA. The CAVC may demand an “amplified explanation,” but at BVA, a VLJ’s explanation is sufficient if it addresses “matters . . . essential to . . . final factual or legal conclusions,” or if the VLJ’s “views reasonably may be discerned . . . .”

Third, our interviews corroborate the standard of review explanation and describe informal pressures to soft-pedal the QR process. As one official put it most pointedly,

The standards of quality review . . . have loosened up over time. The standard that we used to be following was essentially [whether CAVC] would be likely to vacate and remand . . . . [We] moved off of that standard quite some time ago to a lesser standard.

Another told us that “the QR office knew that it was much less strict than the [CAVC], and that [the office’s] standard was much more generous than what the [CAVC] was doing.” A third expressed the difficulty of reviewing VLJ work in the role of a staff attorney, who might later serve as an employee to the VLJ. This person linked pressure not to call too many errors with an attorney’s time-limited stint on the QR detail:

It was informal information . . . [a]long the lines of . . . “this is just a detail and you’re going to be coming back to the decision teams [supervised by VLJs.]

---
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[T]hen you’re not going to be very popular . . . . That could impact your career
going forward . . . .

“There was a sense of do you want to poison the well,” this official continued: “[I]f you do your job too well, you’re going to anger or upset” VLJs.290

Fourth, the evolving standard of review is consistent with BVA’s decision in 2017 to jettison a QR error standard pegged to predictions of CAVC outcomes in favor of the more explicitly lenient “clear and unmistakable” standard. Just as BVA’s backlog exploded, it codified the extremely deferential standard. This change gives ample reason to doubt the integrity of the currently reported accuracy rate, and it suggests how BVA prioritizes the appearance of accuracy over more rigorous evaluation of decisional quality.

* * * *

Our analysis shows that there no reason to believe that the QR program improved the overall accuracy of VLJ decision-making. As one official confided to us, the open secret was that “Everyone . . . knows it’s kind of a sham.”291 Both quality assurance initiatives and individual procedural rights can yield error avoidance or error correction in particular cases. The former’s supposed institutional advantage lies with its capacity to improve decisional quality systemically. Yet the lenient standard of review QR attorneys used changed the program from one of quality improvement to public relations.

There is little evidence of systematic quality improvement. Given the rate at which QR attorneys called errors, a VLJ who decided 700 cases annually could expect an exception memorandum for less than 1% of her decisions.292 Not only did the program generate little targeted feedback for VLJs on their specific error tendencies. It also gave them little incentive to improve. It comes as little surprise that BVA has not factored QR results into evaluations of VLJ performance.293 A VLJ confronted with an exception memorandum could point to the dozens of his decisions given a clean bill of health and reject the error as nothing more than a one-off mistake.

On the other hand, there is abundant evidence that the high accuracy rate was useful as a matter of public relations. To judge by its performance before the CAVC, BVA struggles to decide cases accurately. By one measure, the government’s position is not “substantially justified” in 70% of CAVC cases, a figure Chief Justice Roberts found “really startling” when it came up in a 2009 case before the Supreme Court.294 The QR program generates a helpful counterweight, one BVA deploys to its advantage.295 Before Congress and in its budget requests, BVA officials repeatedly tout the high accuracy rate as demonstrating how well the agency operates. In an oversight hearing by the House Veterans Affairs Committee in 2007, for instance, the BVA
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Chairman described the quality review system as a “fine program,” boasted that GAO had “applauded our program and said it was actually exemplary,” and reported a “93 percent error-free rate.” 296 Indeed, BVA’s public use of the accuracy rate to respond to criticism of its quality has been consistent throughout the entirety of the program, even after an internal study found that the accuracy rate “will be difficult to justify as a valid measurement if confronted by external stakeholders.” 297 In another oversight hearing by the House Veterans Affairs Committee in 2018, the BVA Chairman reported that its accuracy rate was “over 92%.” 298 This is what the accuracy number is for, an official remarked: it “goes in the annual report” BVA submits to Congress, and thus the number “has to be as good as possible.” 299

V. IMPLICATIONS

BVA’s quality review program is a case study in failure. It and the checkered history of quality assurance at SSA and EOIR have implications for theories of internal administrative law, particularly for scholarship that attempts to describe the relationship between internal and external sources of legal governance. This scholarship tends to criticize judicial and congressional interventions for their interference with internal agency attempts to achieve consistent, reasoned decision-making. It has neglected the pressures that can lead internal administrative law into dysfunction. Experiments with quality assurance help identify and categorize these pressures. They also beg the question of whether a more nuanced relationship between external and internal law than what the existing literature describes might produce better overall results.

Our findings’ policy implications are our effort to answer this question. We suggest several interventions that can improve an agency’s quality assurance program, perhaps the best chance agencies have to achieve their constitutional obligation to an adequate threshold of decisional quality. These interventions include not only best practices for agency governance, but also legal changes that legislatures and courts can make.

A. Theoretical Implications

1. Internal Administrative Law and the Threat from Outside

Gillian Metzger and Kevin Stack describe the relationship between external and internal administrative law as a largely jurispathic one. The more “lawlike or manifestly binding [an] agency’s self-regulation is,” the more likely a court is to transform that regulation into an externally enforceable obligation or to invalidate it. 300 The paradigmatic example is the guidance document
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the Obama Administration crafted to afford undocumented parents of U.S. citizen children relief from deportation.\textsuperscript{301} The Department of Homeland Security took this action to ensure consistency in the exercise of discretion among frontline immigration officers, by binding them to make certain decisions when confronted with certain classes of immigrants. This feature made the guidance document law-like, but it also sealed the guidance document’s doom. Because it bound these officials, the Fifth Circuit reasoned, the guidance document was really a legislative rule and thus procedurally deficient for failure to go through notice-and-comment.\textsuperscript{302} The result of such external intrusions into internal governance, Metzger and Stack argue, are “incentives for agencies to be less specific, less decisive, and less clear in their internal documents” – that is, to create less internal administrative law.\textsuperscript{303}

Metzger and Stack allow that, in theory, Congress or the courts could govern agencies in a way that facilitates the development of sound internal governance.\textsuperscript{304} But they are skeptical that this result will obtain in practice.\textsuperscript{305} Mashaw’s doubt about a copacetic relationship between external and internal law, especially for mass adjudication, runs even deeper. He concludes his canonical account of disability benefits adjudication not only with optimism about SSA’s capacity to govern itself justly, but also convinced that “[t]he external legal order” poses “the threat” to this outcome.\textsuperscript{306} The Due Process Revolution, for instance, forced SSA to accommodate a model of justice rooted in individual participation and desert, one epitomized by the sorts of processes that litigants enjoy in court.\textsuperscript{307} The result was “a tale of stress and woe,”\textsuperscript{308} with a shift of significant control over disability benefits adjudication to a cadre of Article III-like officials who resist managerial control and fall prey to inefficiency.\textsuperscript{309} Reflecting more generally on external legal control of disability benefits adjudication, Mashaw describes possible interventions as “essentially bankrupt.”\textsuperscript{310} Congress and the courts should leave the agency to govern itself.\textsuperscript{311}

2. Internal Pressures and Distortions

While enumerating the ways that external oversight and review can distort internal governance, leading accounts have spent less time identifying the pressures that can distort internal administrative law from within.\textsuperscript{312} Ironically, Metzger’s and Stack’s optimism for internal administrative law may reflect an insufficiently internal inquiry into relevant governance strategies. To them, guidance documents and other formal expressions of internal governance – material readily observable outside the agency – constitute this corpus. But this sort of instrument’s capacity to generate reasoned, consistent decision-making depends as much on
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agency culture, agency personnel, the agency’s political environment, and other harder-to-observe variables as on the form that it takes.

The contrast between the standard of review as written and the standard of review Board attorneys actually used for quality review nicely illustrates how administrative law-in-books can diverge from administrative law-in-books. While standards of review “are not precision instruments,” they “express[] a mood,” as Felix Frankfurter insisted, and “that mood must be respected.” Our findings lend weight to a classic critique of these standards, that they “have no more substance at the core than a seedless grape . . . .” Two sets of experts in veterans’ law, Board attorneys and CAVC judges, differed considerably in their decisions while ostensibly applying the same standard of review. The institutional context mattered significantly to the attorneys’ application of the law.

Quality assurance is a useful example of internal administrative law-in-action, because experiences with it owe their success or failure as much to context as to the merits of some formally stated policy. The initiatives described here illuminate at least three pressures that can distort a regime of internal administrative law: resistance problems, incentive problems, and problems of conflicting goals.

Resistance Problems. Those governed by a regime of internal law may resist its control. ALJs responded to SSA’s early experiments with lawsuits, obtaining settlements and eventually rules that handcuffed the agency’s power to use its programs to target low-performing adjudicators. Formal accountability for low quality decision-making remains extremely rare to this day. Since 2007, for instance, SSA has imposed formal discipline in several instances based on ALJ “workload performance,” but each has involved case processing, not decisional accuracy. VLJs and IJs have less law they can use to shield themselves from efforts to control their decision-making. Quality review at BVA, however, suggests that agency culture may provide as solid a foundation for resistance as formal legal authority. VLJs are judicial officers, and they stand higher on VA’s bureaucratic ladder than quality review personnel. Both are institutional facts that may prompt resistance. One official involved with quality review recalled a conversation about the program with a VLJ early in his tenure. “The thing you need to understand,” this VLJ told the official, hinting at how much feedback the VLJ was willing to receive, “is that I have a piece of paper signed by the President on my wall and you do not.”
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A recognition that officials subject to an internal governance regime may resist may lead the agency to account for this resistance when it designs the regime, possibly at the expense of sound administration. The highly deferential standard of review SSA adopted for its first quality assurance program, for example, resulted in part from the agency’s concern that a more searching one would provoke ALJ backlash. BVA’s official standard of review adopted in 2002 asked reviewers to predict how a particular case would fare at the CAVC if appealed. According to one person familiar with the program, however, within a decade reviewers no longer attempted to predict CAVC outcomes when they looked for errors.\textsuperscript{322} This evolution fits our findings, that quality reviewers used a more deferential standard than the CAVC did notwithstanding the stated equivalence between the two.\textsuperscript{323}

One possible reason for this deference has to do with the strained relationship between BVA and the CAVC. No CAVC judge has ever served at BVA and thus none has ever experienced first-hand BVA’s docket and processes.\textsuperscript{324} As a result, one official told us, “there’s definitely an attitude [among VLJs], and I think very, very much justified, that [CAVC judges] have no idea what’s going on.”\textsuperscript{325} “I personally have no respect for the Court,” an official declared, explaining that its judges “nitpick everything.”\textsuperscript{326} A standard of review that rigorously graded the quality of VLJ decisions by a metric that predicted what CAVC judges would do might have prompted resentment, and then resistance, by VLJs.

\textbf{Incentive Problems.} Incentives can operate at both the individual official and the agency level to distort regimes of internal administrative law. First, a regime can fail if officials responsible for its administration have an incentive to administer the regime in a manner that departs from its stated purpose. BVA staff attorneys, for example, may have had an incentive to review VLJ decisions lightly. As one official told us, “everybody... who had ambitions of becoming selected to be a judge one day” “competed for” selection for a quality review detail.\textsuperscript{327} In fact, of the 43 staff attorneys who served on quality review details from April 2002 to November 2016, 19 have become VLJs and another 5 have become Senior Counsel, a highly competitive position and stepping stone to a VLJ appointment.\textsuperscript{328} Knowing that she is on track to win further promotion, a staff attorney assigned to quality review might consciously or subconsciously worry about angering VLJs, a constituency with influence over her future,\textsuperscript{329} by administering too
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searching a standard of review.\textsuperscript{330} Even if a staff attorney does not harbor judicial ambitions, she might still review decisions lightly. The time limited nature of a quality review detail means that the attorney will cycle back to writing decisions under the supervision of a VLJ, an official who can make or break her job.\textsuperscript{331}

If an incentive to defer does affect BVA quality review, it results from a long-recognized and obvious design flaw – the use of bureaucratic subordinates to evaluate the work of bureaucratic superiors.\textsuperscript{332} But the flaw has persisted for two decades, a stubbornness that may indicate the operation of a different set of incentives. Depending on how the errors skew, a malfunctioning quality review program may actually serve the agency’s political interests. An entrenched political consensus favors generosity in the veterans’ benefits system.\textsuperscript{333} BVA may thus face no political consequences if its adjudicators tend to err in veterans’ favor. EOIR’s failure to adopt any meaningful quality assurance initiatives for immigration courts in the face of longstanding criticism of their systemic accuracy makes no sense if the agency prioritizes sound IJ administration of immigration policy. But it does jive with political forces if IJs tend to err in ways that disfavor immigrants. An increased pace of deportations fits the pro-enforcement preferences of recent administrations and the institutional commitments of the Attorney General as the country’s chief law enforcement officer.\textsuperscript{334}

Politics in the form of inter-branch relations may disincentivize improvement as much as politics in the form of ideological commitment. The Government Performance and Results Act requires federal agencies to list performance goals in annual reports presented to Congress, and to identify and discuss performance measures that indicate the agency’s progress toward the goals’ fulfillment.\textsuperscript{335} Ostensibly an accountability mechanism, the GPRM, as Sidney Shapiro and Rena Steinzor argue, gives agencies an incentive to devise performance goals and metrics to “ensure that they can ‘pass’ their own grading criteria.”\textsuperscript{336} BVA’s accuracy rate, never dipping below 89% from 2003 to 2018 regardless of its caseload, certainly seems like “a sunny set of invented statistics designed to reassure [its] overseer[] that [it is] doing fine . . . .”\textsuperscript{337} Congress has little ability to dissect the process generating these numbers or to conduct its own quality audit of something as complex as veterans’ benefits decision-making. It effectively has to take the results as true.\textsuperscript{338}
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BVA has every incentive to continue with a program that helps it with congressional relations, however ineffective it is as a strategy to protect decisional quality.

The Problem of Conflicting Goals. Agencies handling anything more than a modestly complicated task will have multiple, potentially conflicting goals to pursue.339 When agencies are left to govern themselves, at least three related phenomena may result. First, the agency may prioritize which goals it pursues in a manner that best serves its institutional interests and not necessarily the interests of its constituents or the larger public good.340 Second, the agency may prioritize goals that have straightforward performance metrics over others whose measurement is more difficult.341 Third, the agency may devise metrics or ways of presenting data about its accomplishments with its own short-term interests in mind, not necessarily to present the most accurate portrait of its achievement.342

The enduring conflict between quality and quantity illustrates these phenomena and how they can distort a regime of internal law. Because an agency can more readily measure the number of cases it decides than decisional quality,343 it will tend to favor the pursuit of quantity goals over quality ones.344 An agency may therefore sacrifice its quality assurance initiatives when backlogs increase. SSA’s first experiment with own motion review ended in 1975 when the agency, facing an exploding docket, reassigned staff administering the program to case production.345 More recently, as backlogs surged and ALJ productivity declined,346 SSA suspended its inline quality reviews and disability case reviews and reallocated staff assigned to them to deciding cases.347 BVA did not respond to the spike in its case load by increasing its quality review program’s capacity. Instead, it effectively halved the percentage of cases the program sampled for review and reduced the number of attorneys assigned to the office.

BVA’s behavior over the past decade exemplifies how an agency’s institutional interests affect its goal prioritization. A BVA official familiar with congressional relations told us that Congress’s “concern is more focused on ‘what are you doing to get rid of the backlog’” than quality.348 Even so, presumably a dramatic drop in the self-reported accuracy rate would spark oversight concerns.349 If rising caseloads do impact quality, then this sort of drop should happen – unless BVA grades itself on a more forgiving curve. Just this sort of inflation appears to have happened. The shift to the “clear and unmistakable error” standard and the shortening of quality review details to six months from two years, whatever their legitimate motivations, have helped
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BVA continue to report a very high accuracy rate even as it maintains what one congressperson called an “absolutely alarming” pace of decision-making. 350

Also, as BVA’s backlog has grown, VA has subtly de-emphasized quality as a key performance measure. In 1998, BVA’s chairman declared that “[q]uality in appellate decision-making . . . is . . . the Board’s single most important goal.” 351 VA’s annual budget requests to Congress from 2008 to 2010 reflected this emphasis; they included a “deficiency-free decision rate” as BVA’s first performance measure. 352 From 2011 to 2014, the requests stopped reporting the accuracy rate, although they did refer to “expectations for quality, timeliness, and responsiveness” as an “objective.” 353 Its requests from 2015 to the present, when caseloads began to soar, have omitted quality as a performance measure altogether. Instead they refer exclusively to case production. 354

To be sure, a preference for quantity over quality is not itself problematic. An agency transparent about the impact that accelerated decision-making has on decisional accuracy could put the onus on Congress to respond, forcing it either to decide which goal it wants the agency to prioritize, or to commit sufficient resources so that the goals no longer conflict. But top officials anxious to avoid Congressional scrutiny or public outcry may prefer to soft-pedal any problem, even if a more frank acknowledgement might buttress a request for additional resources. 355 As one major account of agency behavior posits, the agency stands to gain power and autonomy to the extent it can strengthen or defend its reputation for competent performance. 356 Put conversely, “politicians do not respond to a structure fraught with three-alarm fires by supplying more fuel; they are just as likely . . . [t]o begin choosing other venues in which to vest authority and power.” 357 Recent testimony by the BVA Chairman at an oversight hearing illustrates this tendency. She disclaimed a need for additional resources, even as VLJ caseloads are anticipated to more than double over the next five years. 358
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This link between reputation and power may explain an arguably counterintuitive pattern in the history of SSA’s quality assurance programs. SSA pursued three major quality assurance initiatives at times of rising backlogs, pairing a push for an increased rate of decision making with centrally administered efforts to ensure that ALJs met an adequate threshold of decisional quality. Perhaps this coupling indicates that SSA appreciates the threat that an emphasis on quantity poses to quality, and it has attempted to mitigate the impact of faster decision-making on decisional accuracy. A more cynical take views SSA’s quality assurance efforts as window dressing, to give the agency institutional cover as it really pursues the more easily measurable – and therefore favored – quantity goal.

B. Improving Quality Assurance: Externally Influenced Internal Administrative Law

Dysfunction in internal administrative law is not irreducible. An agency could implement meaningful quality assurance programs without action from Congress or the courts. With little apparent prodding from outside the agency, SSA has recently experimented with an extensive set changes to its quality assurance programs. Its chief designer claims that they have improved decisional quality even as ALJs decide more cases. External observers need to confirm these changes’ efficacy. But they suggest something promising.

One of us likewise spearheaded a change to BVA’s quality review program without any external mandate to do so. Between November 2016 and September 2017, the revised program did not generate a crude, effectively meaningless overall accuracy rate. Rather, BVA staff attorneys used their review of draft decisions, along with other sources of information like CAVC remands, to identify recurring problems that tend to generate a disproportionate number of errors in VLJ decisions. This information was intended to support systemic interventions, such as focused training for all VLJs, or even broad policy changes. The only such “Targeted Quality Analysis” the revised program could complete before its abandonment determined that a particular requirement involving “extraschedular ratings” produced significant disparities between BVA understandings and CAVC case law and generated a large number of appeals. But these appeals when remanded almost never actually resulted in increased benefits for veterans. The report thus recommended that VA replace the regulation, which simply generated more “churn,” with more specific, easily applied eligibility criteria. A category of mistakes would disappear, and deserving veterans would get their benefits more efficiently.

The fate of this revised program underscores the fragility of internal administrative law. When a single erroneous decision caused VA embarrassment, the BVA Chairman scuttled the program and insisted that quality review go back to generating the meaningless number. The old program only sampled about 6% of VLJ decisions for review, so in all likelihood BVA would have issued the embarrassing decision even had it remained in place. The only conceivable reason to bring back the accuracy number is to give BVA a rosy statistic to cite when someone castigates the quality of its work in the future. This development echoes SSA’s decision to invigorate its quality assurance efforts after reports of about biased decision-making surfaced in 1992. The agency’s action suggested its seriousness about quality, but it didn’t grapple with the underlying problem that prompted criticism in the first place.

359 In fact, according to one observer, the person responsible for these changes implemented them without seeking any go-ahead from top agency officials. Interview Subject #2, supra note 80, at 17.
360 Ray & Lubbers, supra note 84, at 1606.
When pressures like resistance, incentives, and goal conflict interfere with internal reform, external intervention by Congress and the federal courts may help. None of what we now suggest would require an agency to do anything specific and instead leaves considerable room for internally controlled design and experimentation. Our proposals for better quality assurance illustrate how external legal interventions can facilitate, rather than retard, the development of good internal administrative law.

1. Improving Oversight

BVA’s accuracy rate shows how an agency can use a meaningless metric to blunt oversight and public scrutiny. BVA has invoked it repeatedly to assuage overseers that its adjudication meets an adequate threshold of systemic quality. To preserve the possibility of meaningful oversight, Congress should require agencies to disclose sufficient information about quality review to enable outsiders to determine what is being measured. The fact that BVA formally advertised one standard of review (prediction of CAVC disposition) and functionally deployed a more lenient one illustrates the risk of a lack of transparency. Just as scientists cannot publish results without disclosing methodology, agencies should not be able to publish performance measures without disclosing their measurement methods.

An agency ought to make public data that observers could use to evaluate a program’s efficacy. Although we accessed data sufficient to evaluate BVA’s quality review program, we only knew what to ask for because one of us worked for the agency. FOIA requests involve considerable guesswork and delays, ones that might defeat all but the most dogged efforts. The FOIA Improvement Act of 2016 has implemented a “Rule of 3,” whereby three requests for the same disclosure triggers an agency’s duty to make the disclosure without additional requests. Given the obvious interest in information like the VACOLS data, an agency should not wait for multiple FOIA requests to discharge this obligation.

To make this data truly meaningful, an agency should also be required to disclose details about how it designs and administers its quality assurance programs. The institutional setup of quality review at BVA alone should prompt skepticism about the accuracy rate. The use of bureaucratic subordinates to review their superiors’ work, the weakening of the standard of review, and the shortening of attorney terms on quality review details all suggest that BVA grades itself on an increasingly lenient curve.

Adequate disclosure would help to blunt incentives an agency might have to design or continue with a quality review process that serves its short-term institutional interests and not necessarily those of the population whose cases it adjudicates. It can compensate for Congress’s institutionally determined propensity to accept an agency’s own measure credulously. External scrutiny may also force the agency to clarify which goals conflict, and thus better to force Congress

---

361 E.g., Is VA Ready, supra note 350, at 1:16:40; Board of Veterans’ Appeals Adjudication Process and the Appeals Management Center: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Disability Assistance and Memorial Affairs of the H. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 110th Cong. 30 (2007) (statement of James Terry, Chairman, Board of Veterans’ Appeals) (using the accuracy rate from the Quality Review program to defend against claims that the quality of BVA’s work was suffering).


363 EOIR, for instance, now makes data on IJ decision-making available to the public without a FOIA request. See EOIR Case Data, https://stg.justice.gov/oir (last visited Jan. 8, 2019).
to assume responsibility for articulating which goal it prioritizes and why. BVA’s accuracy measure excuses Congress from the difficult task of ranking case production relative to decisional quality. Legislators can pressure VA to reduce backlogs without any consideration for the effect increased production has on decisional quality. Agency personnel can object to the ever-increasing demands on their time. But if quality does not suffer, then the result is simply that government employees work harder, hardly an outcome any member of Congress would likely lament.\(^{364}\) If confronted with the costs that the pressure to produce can have, Congress at the least may be forced to assume responsibility for goal prioritization.

Congress could institutionalize external scrutiny of an agency’s quality review program by requiring an independent body, such as the agency’s inspector general, to audit quality assurance initiatives on some regular basis. Without an instruction to pay attention to decisional quality, however, an inspector general may neglect it. SSA’s IG has evaluated some of the agency’s quality assurance initiatives, but VA’s IG, when he has paid attention to BVA at all, tends to focus on picayune matters of little significance to the systemic integrity of its operations.\(^ {365}\) Moreover, inspector general offices can go for long periods without leadership,\(^ {366}\) and they may face funding shortfalls.\(^ {367}\) In light of such institutional limitations, an IG appointed to oversee an agency the size of VA may sensibly decide to pay only irregular attention to a comparatively small division within it. The GAO is another option, but again, meaningful scrutiny would require some statutory mandate requiring it to scrutinize decisional quality regularly. The GAO has helpfully studied SSA quality assurance programs, and its critique of BVA’s in 2002 prompted meaningful change.\(^ {368}\) But without a statutory mandate the GAO takes its marching orders from congressional requesters, and its attention to decisional quality is episodic at best for that reason.\(^ {369}\)

2. Improving Incentives and Blunting Resistance

Simply empowering the oversight capacity of Congress could help decisional quality improve systematically, even if Congress provides no actual instruction about how the agency should assess quality. But Congress could go a step further without interfering with an agency’s capacity to develop good internal governance strategies. It could mandate very basic design principles, and it could legislate good reporting requirements. By doing so, Congress could protect against distortion that resistance and incentive problems cause.

BVA’s program is institutionally flawed because it tasks bureaucratic subordinates with the responsibility for reviewing the work of their bureaucratic superiors. SSA’s programs, in contrast, mostly have relied on work done by Appeals Council personnel, who presumably have

\(^ {364}\) Interview Subject #4, \textit{supra} note 4, at 14 (“Congress doesn’t care if a bunch of federal bureaucrats . . . have to work 100 hours a week.”).


\(^ {367}\) \textit{Strengthening the Unique Role of the Nation’s Inspectors General}: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, 110th Cong. 46 (2007) (Statement of Glenn Fine) (claiming that IG offices’ biggest challenge is chronic underfunding).

\(^ {368}\) See \textit{supra} p. 40-41.

\(^ {369}\) On GAO work priorities, see generally \textit{U.S Gov’t ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-17-767G, GAO’S CONGRESSIONAL PROTOCOLS} (2017).
no professional incentive to go easy on ALJs. On the surface, the structure of quality review at SSA seems superior and suggests an obvious change BVA could make. The issue of institutional design, however, raises more complex questions. ALJs can resent direction from SSA’s Appeals Council, a body that some ALJs view as arbitrary and disconnected from the day-to-day realities of benefits adjudication.370 Review done by bureaucratic superiors, while blunting the incentive effect, might increase resistance. It also might deny a quality review program of the benefits of true peer review, where adjudicators with the same basic job duties review each other’s work.371

Congress does not need to specify a particular institutional structure for quality review. It could simply require that the structure ensure that reviewers lack any personal incentive to weaken their scrutiny, and that those reviewed have the least reason to resist feedback. A quality review initiative might, for instance, generate results to be used in performance evaluation, but also give adjudicators particular credit in their evaluations if they show improvement on identified areas of concern. An initiative could task personnel from the ranks of the adjudicators themselves with the review of peers’ work; VLJs relieved of deciding cases would review other VLJs’ decisions, for instance. The regime could anonymize review. If a quality review attorney at BVA, for instance, flags an error, the exception memorandum could issue in the program’s name and not the attorney’s. The reviewed VLJ would have no reason to resent a particular colleague.

Congress could also legislate reporting requirements that prompt an agency to design good quality assurance initiatives. To the extent that the GPRM requires something like BVA’s accuracy rate, it demands a blunt measure of decisional quality subject to manipulation. A reporting requirement ought to place “less emphasis on the objective of precisely measuring government performance,” and instead require agencies to “develop . . . more effective policy tools for guiding program management . . . .”372 Congress could incentivize an agency to do so by insisting that it report not a crude numerical indicator of overall quality, but instead a description of issues that arise systemically in decision-making, steps the agency is taking to respond, and measures of these responses’ efficacy.

3. A Role for Structural Reform Litigation

Our discussion of Congress’s role rests on an asymmetric assumption: an agency on its own lacks sufficient motivation to adopt a set of good government reforms, but the promise of good government could spur Congress to act. The politics of decisional quality can fail, of course, and a systemic skew in error patterns may cause them to do so. A decade ago, errors in disability benefits adjudication probably skewed to favor claimants, a situation that invited scrutiny from congressional Republicans. ALJ allowance rates have since fallen. If anything, errors may now systematically disfavor claimants, a situation that will not trouble budget hawks or legislators skeptical of social welfare. If VLJ errors presently skew in veterans’ favor, a political constituency for improved decisional quality probably will not materialize. To the contrary: “if you correct that and you start granting less,” one official told us, “people will scream.”373 The total dearth of meaningful quality assurance at EOIR suggests that, if errors skew at all, they probably disfavor

370 Gelbach & Marcus, supra note 33, at 126.
373 Interview Subject #2, supra note 80, at 21.
immigrants. A powerful constituency exists to pressure for depressed relief, while immigrants with questionable claims to stay in the country have less political power. So long as immigrants do not enjoy the upsides of IJ error, EOIR will pay no political cost for its indifference to decisional quality.

Congress, VA, and veterans advocates may prefer a system riddled with error – erroneously, in our view. To them, a supposed crisis of decisional quality may be a win-win, with veterans enjoying what amounts to a sub rosa expansion of benefits schemes and only taxpayers suffering the downside. If errors skew to disfavor immigrants and disability benefits claimants, however, the lack of a political response may not reflect an accepted equilibrium among stakeholders. Rather, indifference to a crisis of decisional quality betrays the political impotence of one set of these stakeholders.

Canonical accounts of judicial review justify court involvement precisely under such circumstances. But judicial intervention to protect decisional quality prompts at least two concerns. The first involves the claims of critics like Mashaw and Metzger and Stack, that judicial review tends to harm the development of internal administrative law. But public law litigation of the sort a systemic challenge involving decisional accuracy would take can preserve room for internal agency governance within the confines of a court-imposed remedy. As William Simon and Charles Sabel argue, the prevailing approach to public law remedies has “move[d] away from command-and-control toward experimentalist methods.” Upon a determination of liability, the judge does not dictate remedial terms but rather “facilitate[s] a process of deliberation and negotiation among stakeholders,” including the defendant agency itself. The result, a “rolling-rule regime” that “incorporate[s] a process of reassessment and revision,” is not intended “to coerce obedience” but to “induce internal deliberation and external transparency.” A court could insist that an agency protect decisional quality, but it can let the agency, along with stakeholders, devise institutionally acceptable methods to do so.

A second concern involves the related problems of jurisdiction-channeling and cause of action. As described in Part II, a claim that an agency has taken inadequate steps to protect decisional quality ultimately implicates the merits of individual cases. As such, the claim may not be sufficiently “collateral” to evade jurisdiction-channeling provisions that would steer it to a forum disinclined to grant a systemic remedy.

One response is to recast the cause of action not as a claim effectively alleging a lot of individual errors but rather as something more obviously collateral to the merits of particular cases. The Information Quality Act, for example, obliges federal agencies to issue and abide by guidelines “for ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of
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375 Veterans advocates should demand protections for decisional quality, regardless of the direction of the skew in VLJ errors. Errors cause appeals and remands, and thus they add to the “hamster wheel” of delay in which veterans find themselves. Moreover, while perhaps more veterans erroneously receive relief than erroneously get rejected, the distribution of unwarranted largesse is arbitrary. In the end, poor quality decision-making simply creates delay and makes it more difficult for truly deserving veterans to get the benefits they are entitled to.
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information” the agency disseminates publicly.\textsuperscript{381} Perhaps a plaintiff could challenge the integrity of something like BVA’s accuracy number and thereby force it to improve its quality review program. The question of whether the IQA provides a private right of action remains open, and thus far litigation to force the agency to improve its information disclosures has not fared well.\textsuperscript{382} But no one has yet tested a theory of the sort we propose.

Another response builds on an important development in the CAVC, the jurisdictionally preferred forum for cases implicating the merits of VLJ decisions. In 2017, the Federal Circuit ruled that the CAVC has authority to adjudicate class actions challenging systemic shortcomings at BVA.\textsuperscript{383} The case at issue involved allegations of unconstitutional and arbitrary delays in VLJ decision-making, a theory that may present fewer obstacles to systemic reform than one rooted in quality concerns. But the decision at least recognizes the possibility that a reviewing court is not institutionally disabled from adjudicating a case involving much more than an effort to correct an error in an individual case.

A final response is for the federal courts to appreciate something they have recognized in other structural reform contexts involving constitutional rights. A systemic challenge to widespread agency dysfunction is not simply a bundle of individual claims alleging specific harms. When a prisoner brings a class action to challenge a state’s failure to provide adequate medical care at its facilities, he does not purport to litigate a lot of discrete harms to fellow inmates. Rather, he seeks to remedy the policies and practices that create a systemic risk of harm that all inmates bear.\textsuperscript{384} Likewise, a child in foster care challenging systemic mismanagement in a class action does not litigate the state’s failure to provide her with a competent caseworker. Rather, her individual experience is merely a representative manifestation of the state-wide risk of harm that mismanagement creates for all children in foster care.\textsuperscript{385} An equivalent doctrinal move would cast errors in individual cases not as individually fixable, but as illustrative of the harm that results from the systemic risk the agency creates when its overall decisional quality erodes.

\section*{CONCLUSION}

BVA’s Quality Review story does not end happily. Given the little regard many external observers have for IJ decision-making, EOIR’s failure to implement even a rudimentary quality assurance program is shocking. SSA’s recent efforts are promising, but its decades of fitful experimentation and the persistent temptation to favor quantity over quality make rigorous critique by impartial outsiders all the more essential. Prompted by the right mix of external oversight and internal incentives, however, agencies may yet vindicate Goldberg’s commitment, not just for those individuals dogged enough to exercise procedural rights, but for everyone enmeshed in a system of mass adjudication. Two of us have helped to develop, test, and implement programs that have improved decisional quality without the commitment of significant additional

\textsuperscript{382} E.g., Zero Zone, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Energy, 832 F.3d 654, 678 n.25 (7th Cir. 2016).
\textsuperscript{383} Monk v. Shulkin, 855 F.3d 1312, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
\textsuperscript{384} Parsons v. Ryan, 754 F.3d 657, 676 (9th Cir. 2014).
resources. There remain plenty of veins to tap for an agency willing to experiment and subject results to external evaluation.

A due process balancing test from the 1970s will not defuse the crisis of decisional quality agencies face as they buckle under the strain of large caseloads. Internal administrative law, properly shaped by external oversight and intervention, still might.

\[\text{See supra p. 41-42 (describing BVA’s short-lived experiment in 2016); Daniel E. Ho, Does Peer Review Work? An Experiment of Experimentalism, 69 STAN. L. REV. 1 (2017) (describing a peer review program and its promising impact on the quality of food safety inspections in King County, Washington).}\]